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SUMMARY

Following the new ESPEN Standard Operating Procedures, the previous guidelines to provide best medical nutritional therapy to critically ill patients have been updated. These guidelines define who are the patients at risk, how to assess nutritional status of an ICU patient, how to define the amount of energy to provide, the route to choose and how to adapt according to various clinical conditions. When to start and how to progress in the administration of adequate provision of nutrients is also described. The best determination of amount and nature of carbohydrates, fat and protein are suggested. Special attention is given to glutamine and omega-3 fatty acids. Particular conditions frequently observed in intensive care such as patients with dysphagia, frail patients, multiple trauma patients, abdominal surgery, sepsis, and obesity are discussed to guide the practitioner toward the best evidence based therapy. Monitoring of this nutritional therapy is discussed in a separate document.

© 2018 European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The present guideline is an update and extension of the previous ESPEN guidelines on enteral nutrition (EN) and parenteral nutrition (PN) in adult critically ill patients published 2006 and 2009, respectively [1,2]. Since then, the ESPEN methodology has been upgraded to the "S3 guidelines level" described elsewhere [3] resulting in rigorous evidence-based and consensus-based recommendations. The determination of the effect of nutrition alone on any possible outcome is complicated by the fact that the severity of illness and the number of comorbidities encountered among adult intensive care unit (ICU) patients is increasing [4]. Furthermore, the large heterogeneity of the ICU population potentially reduces the external validity of the recommendations, which should be seen as a basis to support decisions made for each...
patient on an individual basis [5]. For now, a gap exists between nutritional practices and the previous guidelines [6] and many available studies address only one or at most some of the specific aspects of nutritional therapy. In the current guidelines, the timing, route, dose and composition of nutrition will be discussed and recommendations will be made recognizing that acute metabolic changes as well as calorie and protein deficits play a major role in patient outcome. Since most of the previous guidelines were based on observational or retrospective data, and the fact that large prospective randomized controlled studies have since been performed and recently published, our purpose is to integrate the best and most updated knowledge from the literature analyzed by professional methodologists and critical care nutrition experts as well as by invited critical care professionals, in order to reach the best achievable recommendations. The ultimate goal is to achieve optimal nutritional support for ICU patients and to illuminate the gaps in knowledge in order to provide priorities for future clinical research.

2. Methodology

The guideline is a basic framework of evidence and expert opinions aggregated into a structured consensus process. It is a revision of the ESPEN Guideline on Enteral Nutrition: Intensive care (2006) [1] and the ESPEN Guideline on Parenteral Nutrition: Intensive care (2009) [2]. The guideline update that combines EN and PN was developed by an expert group of specialists in intensive care medicine devoted to metabolism and nutrition. All members of the working group have declared their individual conflicts of interest according to the rules of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors. Individuals employed by the nutrition and pharmaceutical industry could not participate. ESPEN reimbursed all costs incurred during the development process of the guideline, without any industry sponsoring.

Although studies from an unlimited time span were assessed, only studies published in the year 2000 or later were included in the present meta-analyses. While defining an exact cut-off is impossible, and later conduct of studies does not necessarily guarantee higher quality, we chose this approach for the reason that major relevant changes were implemented after new scientific data became available around the start of the new millennium regarding

- Composition of medical feeds
- Determination of energy demands
- Clinical trial registration for randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
- Higher quality standards requested for RCTs and reporting of results.

The new ESPEN Guideline Standard Operating Procedures [3] are inspired by the methodology of the Association of Scientific Medical Societies of Germany, the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) and the Centre for Evidence-based Medicine at the University of Oxford. For these guidelines, clinical questions according to the PICO system — Patient, Intervention, Control, Outcome — are requested if possible, a systematic literature search has to be performed, including evaluation of recent other relevant guidelines, specific keywords have to be addressed (intensive care, critical care, nutrition, enteral, parenteral, oral, tube feeding, protein, calories, nutrients, macronutrients), as well as specific (not limited) topics such as surgical complications, trauma, sepsis, Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation or Continuous Renal Replacement Therapy, according to complexity [4] and audit findings [5]. In the current guidelines, we considered it important to address the timing and route of nutrition provision together and not separately. Twenty-four PICO questions were initially defined by the authors but PICO 2 was omitted because of lack of studies and PICO 25 was added since enough literature was present (Table 1a). For didactical reasons, the numbering of the clinical questions presented below. Several PICO questions have been summarized into one clinical question, other clinical questions, not originating from PICO questions have been added based on suggestions from the working group raised during the guideline work.

### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALI</td>
<td>acute lung injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARDS</td>
<td>adult respiratory distress syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPEN</td>
<td>American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>body mass index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>confidence interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRP</td>
<td>C reactive protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>computerized tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVH</td>
<td>continuous veno-venous hemo-dia-filtration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>docosahexaenoic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRI</td>
<td>Dietary reference intakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>energy expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>enteral nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>eicosapentaenoic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESICM</td>
<td>European Society of Intensive Care Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESPEN</td>
<td>European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA</td>
<td>fatty acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFMi</td>
<td>Fat free mass index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLA</td>
<td>gamma-linolenic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLN</td>
<td>glutamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>good practice point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL</td>
<td>High density lipoprotein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>intensive care unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU</td>
<td>international units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>potassium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT</td>
<td>long chain triglyceride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>Magnesium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCT</td>
<td>medium chain triglyceride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNA</td>
<td>mini-nutrition assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNA-SF</td>
<td>MNA-short form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUST</td>
<td>malnutrition universal screening tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRS</td>
<td>nutritional risk screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTRIC</td>
<td>nutritional risk in critically ill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>Patient data management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICO</td>
<td>Patient Intervention Control Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>parenteral nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REE</td>
<td>resting energy expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>relative risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCCM</td>
<td>Society for Critical Care Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGA</td>
<td>subjective global assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN</td>
<td>Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFA</td>
<td>Sequential Organ Failure Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO2</td>
<td>oxygen consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCO2</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[C15] Higher quality standards requested for RCTs and reporting of results. Clinical trial registration for randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
To provide levels of evidence for literature selection the SIGN evidence [7] levels have been elaborated. SIGN evidence ranks the evidence from 1++ for high quality studies (meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a very low risk of bias) to low level of evidence graded as 4 in the case of expert opinion (Table 2). For literature not included into meta-analyses (see below), evidence tables were created which are available online as Supplemental Materials. A clear and straightforward consensus procedure was adopted using voting by the experts involved in writing the manuscript during a consensus conference preceded by a web-based Delphi procedure open to ESPEN members.

During the working process the internet portal www.guideline-services.com provided access to the draft and the literature at any time exclusively for members of the guideline working group.

Table 1a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PICO</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Key words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition</td>
<td>No nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Enteral Nutrition</td>
<td>Oral diet</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND oral diet OR oral intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition</td>
<td>Parenteral nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition + Supplemental parenteral nutrition</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding; AND supplemental enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Parenteral nutrition</td>
<td>No nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Postpyloric (duodenal/jejunal) enteral nutrition</td>
<td>Gastric enteral nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND postpyloric OR duodenal OR jejunal nutrition OR feeding; AND hypocaloric OR underfeeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hypocaloric feeding/underfeeding (below 70%)</td>
<td>Normocaloric (defined as 70–100% of EE)</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND hypocaloric OR intensive OR underfeeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Trophic feeding</td>
<td>Normocaloric (70–100%)</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND trophic feeding OR trickle feeding; OR minimal feeding nutrition OR feeding; AND hypercaloric OR intensive OR overfeeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hypercaloric (&gt;100% of EE)</td>
<td>Normocaloric (defined as 70–100%)</td>
<td>nutrition OR feeding; AND eicosapentaenoic acid OR docosahexaenoic acid OR olive OR EPA OR DHA OR omega-3 fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>High protein (isocaloric?)</td>
<td>Low protein (isocaloric?)</td>
<td>nutrition OR feeding; AND protein OR amino acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>EPA DHA/olive</td>
<td>No EPA DHA/olive</td>
<td>nutrition OR feeding; AND eicosapentaenoic acid OR docosahexaenoic acid OR olive OR EPA OR DHA OR omega-3 fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Enteral glutamine</td>
<td>No Glutamine</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND glutamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Parenteral glutamine</td>
<td>No glutamine</td>
<td>parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding; AND glutamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Supranormal antioxidants</td>
<td>Dietary reference intakes of antioxidants (former RDA)</td>
<td>Micronutrients with PN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lipids in parenteral nutrition</td>
<td>No lipids for 7 days</td>
<td>Antibiotics AND high-dose OR supranormal parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding; AND lipids OR fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Prokinetics</td>
<td>No prokinetics</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND prokinetic OR promotility OR metoclopramide OR erythromycin OR neostigmine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition in complicated abdominal or esophageal surgery patients</td>
<td>No nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND abdominal surgery OR esophageal surgery; NO elective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition in complicated abdominal or esophageal surgery</td>
<td>Parenteral nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND abdominal surgery OR esophageal surgery; NO elective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Parenteral nutrition in complicated abdominal or esophageal surgery</td>
<td>No nutrition</td>
<td>parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding; AND abdominal surgery OR esophageal surgery; NO elective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Gastric enteral nutrition in complicated abdominal or esophageal surgery</td>
<td>Postpyloric enteral nutrition</td>
<td>Search same as 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition in multiple trauma</td>
<td>No nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND multiple trauma OR polytrauma OR severe trauma OR injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition in multiple trauma</td>
<td>Parenteral nutrition</td>
<td>parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding; AND multiple trauma OR polytrauma OR severe trauma OR injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition in sepsis</td>
<td>No nutrition</td>
<td>enteral nutrition OR enteral feeding OR tube feeding; AND sepsis OR septic shock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Enteral nutrition in sepsis</td>
<td>Parenteral nutrition</td>
<td>parenteral nutrition OR parenteral feeding; AND sepsis OR septic shock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Intermittent enteral nutrition</td>
<td>Continuous enteral nutrition</td>
<td>Intermittent Or Bolus Or Continuous Or tube feeding Or enteral nutrition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1b

| Publication date | From 1st January 2000 |
| Language | English |
| Databases | Pubmed, Cochrane |
| Filter | "human", "adult" |
| Publication type | Original publications, practice guidelines, recommendations, meta-analyses, systematic reviews, randomized controlled trials, observational studies |
| Patients | "intensive care OR critical care OR critically ill OR critical illness" |
| Intervention | as stated above |
| Control | as stated above |
| Outcome | mortality, infections, Length Of Stay, long-term outcomes (Quality Of Life, ICU-Acquired Weakness and function), not included in search formulas |
Revisions of the initial draft versions incorporating the points discussed were prepared by the working group and were made available to the other working groups on the internet platform for commenting and voting on (Delphi technique). The updated recommendations and the first voting were intensively discussed in a consensus conference in 2018 and accepted after revision by voting consent on the same day.

### 2.1. Search strategy

The PubMed and Cochrane Library databases were searched for studies and systematic reviews published between 2000 and June 2017 using a broad filter with the key words (Table 1b). Only articles published in English or with an English abstract, and studies in human adults were considered. Additionally RCTs, meta-analyses, and systematic reviews were hand-searched for studies that were missing in the initial database search. The search for literature was updated several times during the working process for the last time in August 2017. Based on assessment of abstracts, all studies considered to be appropriate were listed in the appropriate file in the internet portal and therefore were available for all members of the working group at all times.

### 2.2. Meta-analysis strategy

When applicable, we used meta-analytic techniques to generate pooled estimates across eligible studies. We used random-effects model and the Mantel-Haenszel method [8] to pool the results across studies included in each meta-analysis. We reported dichotomous outcomes as relative risk (RR) and 95% confidence interval (CI), and continuous outcomes as mean difference and 95% CI. We assessed statistical heterogeneity between studies using the χ² and I² statistics [9]. All analyses were conducted using RevMan 5.3 software [10]. The meta-analysis are available online as Supplemental Materials.

### 2.3. Quality of evidence

We defined quality of evidence as our confidence in the estimate of the effect to support a recommendation. The quality of evidence can be high, moderate, low, or very low (see Table 2). We completed this process in two steps: 1) initially by assessing the quality of evidence for each critical outcome addressing a specific PICO question; and 2) after assessing the quality of evidence for all critical outcomes, methodologists assigned the overall quality of the body of evidence.

### 2.4. Evidence levels, grades of recommendation and consensus process

We used the GRADE pro guideline development tool online software (http://gdt.guidelinedevelopment.org) to generate the evidence profiles (evidence summaries). The evidence profiles contain information on study design, detailed assessment of the quality of evidence, relative effects of the intervention compared to the control, absolute treatment effect, and the quality of evidence for each outcome, as well as the a priori outcome importance. In each evidence profile, we provided an explicit description of the rationale behind the judgments for each of the GRADE categories.

### 2.5. Definitions and terminologies

All the definitions and terminologies used in this guideline document are in accordance with the recent ESPEN terminology recommendations [13] (Fig. 1).

**Medical nutrition therapy** is a term that encompasses oral nutritional supplements, EN and PN. The two latter have traditionally been called ‘artificial nutrition’, but this term is suggested to be replaced by medical nutrition therapy.

**Actual Body Weight** is the weight measured during hospitalization or reported just before the hospitalization; **ideal body weight** is the weight measured during hospitalization or reported just before the hospitalization.
weight is the weight related to the height; adjusted body weight is applicable in the obese patient and is calculated as (actual body weight / ideal body weight) \[0.33 + \text{ideal body weight} \] Through the text, body weight is defined as predmission “dry” weight (i.e. weight before fluid resuscitation) for patients with a body mass index (BMI) up to 30 kg/m². For obese patients, it is recommended to use an ideal body weight based on the patient’s height calculated to \[\text{BMI} = 25 \text{ kg/m}^2\]. A recent study [14] proposed a more accurate evaluation of ideal body weight using BMI: (weight (kg)) = 2.2 × BMI ^ 3:5 × BMI / (height - 1:5 m).

Ebb phase and Flow phase. The different phases of critical illness are generally described as ‘ebb’ and ‘flow’ phase. The ‘ebb’ phase comprises the hyperacute early phase of hemodynamic instability which is a reason for ICU admission, while the ‘flow’ phase includes a subsequent period of metabolic instability and catabolism which can be more or less prolonged and a later period of anabolism.

The acute phase is composed of two periods: an Early Period defined by metabolic instability and severe increase in catabolism (the ancient EBB phase), and a Late Period (ancient FLOW phase).
defined by a significant muscle wasting and a stabilization of the metabolic disturbances (see Fig. 2). The post-acute phase follows with improvement and rehabilitation or persistent inflammatory/catabolic state and prolonged hospitalization.

Isocaloric diet is an energy administration of around the defined target. Hypocaloric or underfeeding is an energy administration below 70% of the defined target. Trophic feeding is a minimal administration of nutrients having beneficial effects, such as preserving intestinal epithelium, stimulating secretion of brush border enzymes, enhancing immune function, preserving epithelial tight cell junctions, and preventing bacterial translocation.

Overfeeding is energy administration of 110% above the defined target. Low protein diet is protein administration below 0.5 g/kg/day.

3. Clinical questions with recommendations

3.1. Clinical question 1: Who should benefit from medical nutrition? Who should be considered for medical nutrition therapy?

Recommendation 1

Medical nutrition therapy shall be considered for all patients staying in the ICU, mainly for more than 48 h

Grade of Recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Commentary

There are no studies directly addressing the effect of duration of starvation on outcome in critically ill patients. Such studies could be considered unethical as energy intake is a mainstay of survival over a longer perspective. Since previous recommendations [1, 2], a cut-off of 48 h for the initiation of early nutrition and contraindications to early EN have been better established [15]. Additionally, one study showed possible benefit of a further delay of PN if EN is not possible/tolerated in non-malnourished ICU patients [16]. A careful and progressive re-introduction of nutrition may limit the risk of refeeding syndrome, mainly in patients who are severely malnourished or have been in a starved state before admission (which is higher in patients with reduced food intake before or during admission) [17].

3.2. Clinical question 2: How to assess malnutrition?

Recommendation 2

A general clinical assessment should be performed to assess malnutrition in the ICU, until a specific tool has been validated.

Remark:

General clinical assessment could include anamnesis, report of unintentional weight loss or decrease in physical performance before ICU admission, physical examination, general assessment of body composition, and muscle mass and strength, if possible.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Commentary

Numerous studies suggest the use of a tool to assess malnutrition in the ICU. Weight changes are difficult to evaluate in the ICU because of fluid administration and rapid wasting of lean tissues. Therefore, weight and BMI do not accurately reflect malnutrition. However, of more concern than the BMI, which might be normal despite malnutrition, is the loss of lean body mass. Loss of muscle and sarcopenia has to be detected. In obese patients, sarcopenia is frequent and constitutes a condition of malnutrition, and the larger the loss of weight or the decrease in muscle mass, the more severe the malnutrition. The concept of critical illness associated frailty has been suggested [18]: frailty is strongly correlated with age and disability status as well as the burden of comorbid disease [19]. Amongst critically ill patients, decrease in muscle mass, strength and endurance, as well as mobility make these patients very analogous to the typically frail, geriatric patient. The diagnosis of malnutrition is suggested by clinical observations or by complementary examinations [20].

Laboratory tools: Inflammation is usually associated with an elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and hypoalbuminemia. Albumin and isolated pre-albumin levels are not good markers of nutritional status, low values being a response to inflammation (negative acute phase proteins). Albumin is a marker of severity of the condition and reflects the inflammatory status. In a large cohort study (6518 patients), Mogensen et al. [21] followed survival in non-malnourished (2123 patients), non-specific malnourished (3641 patients) and protein calorie malnourished patients (754 patients) and found a significant increase in 30, 90 and 365 days mortality in the non-specific and protein calorie malnourished groups (14.8%, 19.5% and 29.3%, p < 0.001 respectively for the 30 days mortality).

Scores: Most of the tools described below have been used in the intensive care setting. The subjective global assessment (SGA) includes patient history and physical examination [22]. In a cohort of 260 elderly ICU patients, Sheean et al. [23] compared SGA to the mini-nutrition assessment (MNA) mainly dedicated to elderly patients, nutritional risk screening (NRS) 2002, a score based on weight loss, BMI, decreased food intake and severity of the disease, the ESPEN endorsed screening tool based on BMI, weight loss and appetite as well as acute illness, and MNA-short form (MNA-SF). MNA-SF had the highest specificity, while NRS 2002 had the highest sensitivity when SGA was the gold standard. The NRS 2002 validation in the ICU is still pending. According to the 2015 ESPEN definition [13], patients suffering from malnutrition include those with a BMI < 18.5 kg/m² or suffering from an unintentional weight loss > 10% irrespective of time, or > 5% over the last 3 months combined with either a BMI < 20 if < 70 years of age, or <22 if > 70

Fig. 2. Description of the acute and late phases following infection/stress/injury. After injury, the acute phase is composed of an early and a late period. Then the post-acute phase can be progressing to convalescence and rehabilitation or chronicity and Prolonged Inflammatory and Catabolic Syndrome (PICS).
years of age or a fat-free mass index <15 and 17 kg/m² in women and men, respectively. This definition has been recently replaced by the association of a phenotype (weight loss %, BMI, decrease in appetite, or muscle assessment and an etiology predefined [24] (Table 5). An additional score, the Clinical Frailty Score [25], ranging from 1 (very fit) to 7 (very frail) has been validated in the ICU and is useful mainly in elderly patients [26,27].

Muscle mass: Malnutrition and muscle wasting generally occur during ICU stay due to the effect of catabolic hormones, an imbalance between intake and requirements but also as a result of physical immobilization. Large amounts of lean body mass as well as fat mass may be lost during a relatively short time during an ICU stay. No validated tool is available but lean body mass evaluated by ultrasound [28], computerized tomography (CT) scan [29], bioelectric impedance [30] or even stable isotopes [31] might be performed to evaluate this loss. This loss of muscle may be considered as frailty [18]. Such loss in muscle is associated with a prolonged hospital stay and interferes with quality of life and functional capacity [22]. Sarcopenia is defined as a decrease in muscle mass and/or function and is frequent in undernourished patients admitted to the ICU [27]. Muscle function may also be assessed by various tools such as a handgrip dynamometer [32] if the patient is conscious, being an especially good prognostic factor in conscious patients with Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) [33]. Bioelectrical impedance can be used to assess body composition and mainly lean body mass in a stable patient not suffering from fluid compartment shifts [34]. Several studies have described the advantages of bio impedance [35–38] and mainly phase angle [39] in the evaluation of the prognosis of critically ill patients. However, its use is not common practice. Recently CT scan has been used in the ICU to assess lean body mass and may be a promising tool for patients undergoing abdominal CT [40]. A very recent study showed that patients with low muscle mass found at admission have a higher length of stay and higher mortality [29].

Since there is no “gold standard” to define the “at risk patient” and the malnourished ICU patient, we disagree with the recent American Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition (ASPN)/Society for Critical Care Medicine (SCCM) guidelines [41] that categorize patients according to NRS 2002 [42] or nutritional risk in critically ill (NUTRIC) [43] to define their nutritional regimen (discussed further). A definition of acute critical illness-associated malnutrition still needs to be developed.

### 3.3. Clinical question 3: How to screen for the risk of malnutrition during hospital stay?

**Statement 1**

Every critically ill patient staying for more than 48 h in the ICU should be considered at risk for malnutrition.

**Strong consensus (96% agreement)**

**Commentary**

ICU patients are admitted either from home through the emergency room/operating room or from a hospital ward after a short or long stay. Some of them are obviously malnourished due to a severe previous loss of appetite, weight loss inducing variable reduction of lean body mass and/or multiple comorbidities and they will usually receive nutritional support. That is why nutritional intervention needs to be planned carefully and considered at the same level as any other therapy supporting organ functions in the ICU. Even if the evidence regarding a clear benefit from timely and tailored nutritional intervention is scarce, minimizing (further) malnutrition along with the avoidance of overfeeding and complications of nutrition during the hospital stay should be the aim for every patient in the ICU.

No specific ICU nutritional score has been validated thus far. The existing nutritional screening tools NRS 2002 [42] and the malnutrition universal screening tool (MUST) score [44] have not been designed specifically for critically ill patients. Recently, NUTRIC, a novel risk assessment tool [43] was proposed, based on age, severity of disease reflected by the APACHE II and Sequential Organ Failure (SOFA) scores, co-morbidities, days from hospital to ICU admission, and including or not inflammation assessed by the level of interleukin 6. The final composite NUTRIC score was correlated with mortality and the expected advantage of the score was to be able to show interaction between the score and nutritional intervention regarding outcome, hypothesizing that nutritional support might decrease mortality in patients with a high NUTRIC score (>5). A limitation to this score is that no nutritional parameters are included. When the score was compared to traditional screening tools, a large variability was observed. Recently, Arabi et al. [45] failed to confirm its value in a post hoc analysis showing that among patients with high and low nutritional risk, permissive

### Table 5

Thresholds for severity grading of malnutrition into Stage 1 (Moderate) and Stage 2 (Severe) malnutrition according to the recent ESPEN GLIM recommendations [23].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype criteria</th>
<th>Body mass index (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Muscle mass *</th>
<th>Food intake, malabsorption or GI symptoms</th>
<th>Disease burden/inflammation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 1/Moderate Malnutrition</strong> (Requires 1 phenotypic and 1 etiologic criterion)</td>
<td>5–10% within the past 6 mo, or 10–20% beyond 6 mo</td>
<td>&lt;20 if &lt;70 yr, &lt;22 if ≥70 yr</td>
<td>Mild to moderate deficit (per validated assessment methods – see below)</td>
<td>Acute disease/injury, or chronic disease-related *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stage 2/Severe Malnutrition</strong> (Requires 1 phenotypic and 1 etiologic criterion)</td>
<td>&gt;10% within the past 6 mo, or &gt;20% beyond 6 mo</td>
<td>&lt;18.5 if &lt;70 yr, &lt;20 if ≥70 yr</td>
<td>Severe deficit (per validated assessment methods – see below)</td>
<td>Acute disease/injury, or chronic disease-related *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* GI = gastro-intestinal, ER = energy requirements, yr = year, mo = month.

* For example fat free mass index (FFMI, kg/m²) by dual-energy absorptiometry or corresponding standards using other body composition methods like bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA), CT or MRI. When not available or by regional preference, physical exam or standard anthropometric measures like mid-arm muscle or calf circumferences may be used. Thresholds for reduced muscle mass need to be adapted to race (Asia). Functional assessments like hand-grip strength may be used as a supportive measure.

* Gastrointestinal symptoms of moderate degree – dysphagia, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, constipation or abdominal pain.

* Gastrointestinal symptoms of severe degree – dysphagia, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, constipation or abdominal pain.

* Acute disease/injury-related with severe inflammation. For example for major infection, burns, trauma or closed head injury.

* Chronic disease-related with chronic or recurrent mild to moderate inflammation. For example malignant disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, congestive heart failure, chronic renal disease or any disease with chronic or recurrent inflammation. CRP may be used as a supportive laboratory measure.
underfeeding with full protein intake was associated with similar outcomes as standard low feeding.

Furthermore, mortality is not the best outcome to assess the efficacy of a nutritional intervention considering the numerous factors influencing ICU mortality. Long-term functional tests might better reflect the benefit of a nutritional policy [46]. In a recent systematic review studying the association between malnutrition and clinical outcomes in the ICU [47], ten nutrition screening tools were identified but only five were studied regarding prognostic values. The NRS 2002 had a low risk of bias in two studies demonstrating malnutrition risk as an independent risk for greater hospital mortality (p = 0.03). It appears that among all the screening tools, NRS 2002 and MUST have the strongest predictive value for mortality, and they are the easiest and quickest to calculate. A recent study [48] evaluated a higher cut off (>5) of NRS 2002. However, due to the lack of prospective validation of their utility for daily clinical practice and nutrition management, only expert opinion can be expressed.

While waiting for a validated screening tool, a pragmatic approach should be considered for patients at risk such as those staying in the ICU > two days, undergoing mechanical ventilation, infected, underfed > 5 days, and/or presenting with a severe chronic disease. The use of a list of pathologies already validated in 1999 by the European Society of Intensive Care Medicine (ESICM) and ESPEN might be helpful [49].

3.4. Clinical question 4: When should nutrition therapy be initiated and which route should be used?

**Recommendation 3**

Oral diet shall be preferred over EN or PN in critically ill patients who are able to eat.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (100% agreement)

**Recommendation 4**

If oral intake is not possible, early EN (within 48 h) in critically ill adult patients should be performed/initiated rather than delaying EN

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (100% agreement)

**Recommendation 5**

If oral intake is not possible, early EN (within 48 h) shall be performed/initiated in critically ill adult patients rather than early PN

Grade of recommendation: A — strong consensus (100% agreement)

**Recommendation 6**

In case of contraindications to oral and EN, PN should be implemented within three to seven days

Grade of recommendation: B — consensus (89% agreement)

**Recommendation 7**

Early and progressive PN can be provided instead of no nutrition in case of contraindications for EN in severely malnourished patients

Grade of Recommendation: 0 — strong consensus (95% agreement)

**Recommendation 8**

To avoid overfeeding, early full EN and PN shall not be used in critically ill patients but shall be prescribed within three to seven days.

Grade of recommendation: A — strong consensus (100% agreement)

**Commentary to recommendations 3 - 8**

We performed meta-analyses on EN vs no nutrition, and EN vs PN within the first 48 h after ICU admission (early phase). We did not identify studies specifically addressing nutrition during later time periods (days three to seven and beyond the first week). We did not identify any studies comparing EN to oral diet. For patients able to eat, this route should be preferred if the patient is able to cover 70% of his needs from day three to seven, without risks of vomiting or aspiration. This amount (above 70% of the needs) is considered as adequate.

In comparing early EN vs delayed EN (including six studies in ICU patients [49—54] and four studies including non-ICU patients [55—58]), and similar to an earlier meta-analysis [15], our results showed reduction of infectious complications in early EN (RR 0.76, CI 0.59, 0.97, p < 0.03). However, this was true only when including studies that also enrolled patients outside of the ICU (see Meta-analysis I and II in Supplemental Materials). There were no differences in other outcomes. Therefore, excluding earlier studies (before 2000) attenuates the signal that early EN may reduce infectious complications compared to delaying EN beyond 48 h. Importantly, the dosage of EN was not taken into consideration in this meta-analysis.

When comparing early EN vs early PN (including six studies in ICU patients [59—64] and seven studies with also non-ICU patients included [65—71]) our results showed a reduction of infectious complications with EN (RR 0.50, CI 0.37, 0.67, p = 0.005), as well as shorter ICU (RR -0.73, CI -1.30, –0.16, p = 0.01) and hospital stay (RR -1.23, CI -2.02, –0.45, p = 0.002; see Fig. 3 and Meta-analysis II in Supplemental Materials), whereas mortality was not different.

When to start, which route to prefer and how to progress have been a matter of debate for years. Therefore recent guidelines written by ESPEN [1,2], ASPEN/SCCM [41], the Canadian Critical Care Practice Guideline group [72] and the most recent clinical practice guidelines on early EN in critically ill patients by the ESPEN working group on gastrointestinal function [15] were considered when formulating the updated ESPEN recommendations. The latter performed an extensive review of the literature, multiple meta-analyses, six web-seminars and utilized the GRADE methodology, evidence to decision framework and Delphi methodology. Since many of the authors of the current guidelines are also co-authors of the ESICM guidelines, all the authors decided to endorse respective recommendations related to early enteral feeding. Following the literature search we could agree with other guideline statements such as the recent ASPEN/SCCM guidelines [41] suggesting the “use of EN over PN in critically ill patients who require nutrition support therapy” (Evidence LOW TO VERY LOW). The Canadian Critical Care Practice Guideline guidelines [72] recommend similarly stating “when considering nutrition support for critically ill patients, we recommend the use of EN over PN in patients with an intact gastrointestinal tract.” However, based on expert consensus, when a patient is determined to be at high nutrition risk (e.g., NRS 2002 ≥5) or severely malnourished, and EN is not feasible, the initiation of low-dose PN should be carefully considered and balanced against the risks of overfeeding and refeeding, which may outweigh the expected benefits.
We endorse contraindications as defined in ESICM guidelines [15] and suggest withholding EN in critically ill patients with uncontrolled shock, uncontrolled hypoxemia and acidosis, uncontrolled upper GI bleeding, gastric aspirate >500 ml/6 h, bowel ischemia, bowel obstruction, abdominal compartment syndrome, and high-output fistula without distal feeding access.

In a meta-analysis of studies comparing enteral and parenteral routes independent of timing, Elke et al. [73] found a dramatic reduction in ICU infections with EN as compared to PN (RR 0.64, 95% CI 0.48, 0.87, P = 0.004, I² = 47%). This difference did not occur when the calories administered by PN and EN were similar (most recent studies), suggesting that caloric overfeeding may play a role in the infectious complications of PN and therefore in the decision process regarding the route, timing and the calorie target should also be taken into account.

Taken together, timing, route and caloric/protein target should no longer be considered as three different issues, but should rather be integrated into a more comprehensive approach considering all these aspects. After defining the timing and the route, the energy/protein goal should be achieved progressively and not before the first 48 h to avoid over-nutrition. This progression should be ordered according to a local protocol preventing sharp and too rapid increases. Full targeted medical nutrition therapy is considered to achieve more than 70% of the resting energy expenditure (REE), but not more than 100%. Key points should be aiming for 1) oral nutrition as early as possible while considering the risks of complications (e.g. aspiration); 2) early EN at a low rate and progressive increase within 48 h if oral nutrition is not possible while considering the risk of complications; this progressive increase should be ruled by local protocols; 3) determination of the optimal starting point and dose of (supplemental) PN based on the risk of complications from oral or EN, state of acute illness and presence of previous under/malnutrition. Studies integrating all these parameters are still lacking, preventing providing a clear prescription. We should avoid the provision of excessive amounts of nutrients by any route in the early phase of critical illness, which is associated with relevant endogenous energy production. The issue of intentional underfeeding is a matter of intense debate and is currently being investigated in prospective trials comparing low and high amounts of calories and/or proteins.

3.5. Clinical question 5: In adult critically ill patients, does intermittent EN have an advantage over continuously administered EN?

**Recommendation 9**

Continuous rather than bolus EN should be used.

**Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (95% agreement)**

**Commentary**

Five studies [74–78] were identified and our Meta-analysis found a significant reduction in diarrhea with continuous versus bolus administration (RR 0.42, CI 0.19, 0.91, p = 0.03), whereas no difference was identified in other outcomes (see Fig. 4 and Meta-analysis III in Supplemental Materials). Despite the fact that bolus administration is significantly different from continuous feeding in normal volunteers, increasing significantly gastric volume and superior mesenteric artery blood volume, in critically ill patients [79] these differences are not always translated into clinical advantages.

Four prospective small studies [75–78] compared bolus (intermittent) to continuous administration of EN and did not find a difference in morbidity or mortality in small populations of ICU or trauma patients. Rhoney et al. [77] tested the tolerability of bolus gastric feeding in brain damaged patients and found large gastric residues. Tavares et al. [78] in an observational study found that continuous feeding reached the target faster, but no difference in gastrointestinal symptoms was observed between the groups. A systematic review [80] did not detect an advantage of one technique but bolus administration was associated with a lower aspiration rate and better calorie achievement. However, heterogeneity of the studies decreased the strength of the recommendation. In an
ICU population fed through percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy, bolus and continuous tube feeding achieved the same gastric volumes, insulin requirements, time to goal therapy or calorie intake [81]. This limited amount of data suggest that bolus and continuous enteral feeding can achieve the same target without an increase in side effects in any of these routes. Finally, bolus feeding could provide a greater stimulus for protein synthesis [82].

3.6. Clinical question 6: In adult critically ill patients, does postpyloric EN compared to gastric EN improve outcome (reduce mortality, reduce infections)?

Recommendation 10

Gastric access should be used as the standard approach to initiate EN.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Recommendation 11

In patients with gastric feeding intolerance not solved with prokinetic agents, postpyloric feeding should be used.

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Recommendation 12

In patients deemed to be at high risk for aspiration, postpyloric, mainly jejunal feeding can be performed.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (95% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 10-12

Sixteen articles have been identified [83—98] Our meta-analysis (see Fig. 5 and Meta-analysis IV in Supplemental Materials) shows that feeding intolerance was more prevalent in the case of gastric feeding in five studies (RR 0.16, CI 0.06, 0.45, p = 0.0005). We observed a trend for less pneumonia (eleven studies) (RR 0.75, CI 0.55, 1.03, p = 0.07) in patients treated with postpyloric feeding and no differences in mortality (12 studies), diarrhea (seven studies) or ICU length of stay.

The ASPEN/SCCM [41] recommend that “the level of infusion should be diverted lower in the GI tract in those critically ill patients at high risk for aspiration or those who have shown intolerance to gastric EN”. A recent Cochrane analysis [99] suggested placing a postpyloric tube in patients according to the local possibilities. Postpyloric EN has been associated with a decrease in ventilator acquired pneumonia in several earlier meta-analyses, but this benefit did not translate into decreases in length of ventilation, ICU or hospital stay, or mortality [100,101]. Importantly, various postpyloric locations (duodenal and jejunal) were not differentiated, despite the known different effects on gastrointestinal and pancreatic secretions as well as differing risks of duodenogastric reflux [102]. As postpyloric tube placement requires expertise, is commonly associated with some time delay, and is considered less physiologic compared to gastric EN, the routine use of the postpyloric route is currently not justified. Moreover, postpyloric feeding could possibly be harmful in cases of GI motility problems distal to the stomach. Taken together, we suggest using gastric access as a standard and implementing postpyloric access in the case of intolerance to gastric feeding due to gastroparesis. Patients with a very high risk of aspiration may benefit from early postpyloric EN. We recommend postpyloric feeding in patients with a high risk for aspiration. According to ASPEN recommendations [40], patients at increased risk for aspiration may be identified by a number of factors, including inability to protect the airway, mechanical ventilation, age >70 years, reduced level of consciousness, poor oral care, inadequate nurse:patient ratio, supine positioning, neurologic deficits, gastrolesophageal reflux, transport out of the ICU, and use of bolus intermittent EN [102]. The Canadian Critical Care Practice Guideline guidelines [72] confirm this approach: “Strategies to Optimize Delivery and Minimize Risks of EN: Small Bowel Feeding vs. Gastric. Based on eleven level 2 studies, small bowel feeding compared to gastric feeding may be associated with a reduction in pneumonia in critically ill patients.”

3.7. Clinical question 7: In adult critically ill patients, does the administration of prokinetics improve outcome (reduce mortality, reduce infections)?

Recommendation 13

In critically ill patients with gastric feeding intolerance, intravenous erythromycin should be used as a first line prokinetic therapy.

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (100% agreement)
Recommendation 14

Alternatively, intravenous metoclopramide or a combination of metoclopramide and erythromycin can be used as a prokinetic therapy.

Grade of recommendation: 0 — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 13 and 14

Six studies have been identified [103–108]. According to our meta-analysis (see Meta-analysis V in Supplemental Materials), prokinetic use is associated with a trend towards better enteral feeding tolerance (RR 0.65, CI 0.37, 1.14, p = 0.14). This is significant for intravenous erythromycin (usually at dosages of 100–250 mg 3 times a day) (RR 0.58, CI 0.34, 0.98, p = 0.04) for two to four days but not for other prokinetics like metoclopramide (at usual doses of 10 mg two to three times a day). The incidence of pneumonia was not affected with the use of prokinetics, but only one study with intravenous erythromycin reported this outcome. Effectiveness of erythromycin or other prokinetics is decreased to one third after 72 h [109] and should be discontinued after three days.

The measurement of gastric residual volume (GRV) for the assessment of gastrointestinal dysfunction is common and may help to identify intolerance to EN during initiation and progression of EN. However, monitoring of established EN with continued measurements of GRV may not be necessary [110]. We suggest that enteral feeding should be delayed when GRV is >500 mL/6 h. In this situation, and if examination of the abdomen does not suggest an acute abdominal complication, application of prokinetics should be considered. ASPEN/SCCM [41] and the Surviving Sepsis initiative [111] recommend the use of prokinetics metoclopramide (10 mg three times a day) and erythromycin (3–7 mg/kg/day) in the case of feeding intolerance (weak recommendation, low quality of evidence for the surviving sepsis initiative, and for ASPEN/SCCM) [41]. Both drugs have also been shown to be efficacious for elevated gastric residuals in an earlier meta-analysis not limited to critically ill patients [112]. Both agents have been associated with QT prolongation, and a predisposition to cardiac arrhythmias, but large series have only reported few adverse effects such as seizures in neurological patients. The BLESS trial [113] has shown modification in the microbiota of non-cystic fibrosis bronchectasis patients receiving erythromycin for 48 months. No such effects have been described after 48 h. Our meta-analysis based on six studies finds a significant advantage to erythromycin and its use should be encouraged for 24–48 h, since it promotes gastric motility, and if a large (>500 mL) GRV still persists, the use of post-pyloric feeding should be considered over withholding EN, unless a new abdominal complication (obstruction, perforation, severe distension...) is suspected (see Meta-analysis V in Supplemental Materials).

3.8. Clinical question 8: How to define the energy expenditure (EE)?

The exact amount of calories to administer to critically ill patients is difficult to define and varies over time. To approach a fair recommendation, several parameters must be considered:

- The occurrence of refeeding syndrome (or at least hypophosphatemia) at the time of feeding

Recommendation 15

In critically ill mechanically ventilated patients, EE should be determined by using indirect calorimetry.

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (95% agreement)

Statement 2

If calorimetry is not available, using VO2 (oxygen consumption) from pulmonary arterial catheter or VCO2 (carbon dioxide production) derived from the ventilator will give a better evaluation on EE than predictive equations.

Consensus (82% agreement)

Commentary to recommendation 15 and statement 2

The weakness of predictive equations and the use of indirect calorimetry have been subject to multiple evaluations and recommendations from ESPEN [2] and ASPEN [41], both preferring the use of indirect calorimetry to evaluate ICU patient needs (rated a very weak recommendation by ASPEN). The predictive equations are associated with significant inaccuracy (up to 60%), leading to over or under evaluation of the needs and inducing over or underfeeding [118]. Numerous meta-analyses have demonstrated the poor value of predictive equations [119,120], variability that is increased because body weight remains a value difficult to accurately assess [121]. If indirect calorimetry is not available, calculation of REE from VCO2 only obtained from ventilators (REE = VCO2 x 8.19) has been demonstrated to be more accurate than equations [122] but less than indirect calorimetry [123]. VO2 calculated from pulmonary artery catheter can also be used. In the absence of indirect calorimetry, VO2 or VCO2 measurements, use of simple weight-based equations (such as 20–25 kcal/kg/d) [1,2,41]: the simplest option may be preferred.

3.9. Clinical question 9: In critically ill patients for whom caloric needs are measured using indirect calorimetry or estimated using predictive equations, should isocaloric or hypocaloric nutrition be used?

Recommendation 16

If indirect calorimetry is used, isocaloric nutrition rather than hypocaloric nutrition can be progressively implemented after the early phase of acute illness.

Grade of recommendation: 0 — strong consensus (95% agreement)

Recommendation 17

Hypocaloric nutrition (not exceeding 70% of EE) should be administered in the early phase of acute illness.

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Recommendation 18

After day 3, caloric delivery can be increased up to 80–100% of measured EE.

Grade of recommendation: 0 — strong consensus (95% agreement)
Commentary to recommendations 16 - 18

Our meta-analysis (see Fig. 6 and Meta-Analysis VI in Supplementary Materials) focused only on studies using indirect calorimetry and found a trend (RR 1.28, CI 0.98, 1.67, p = 0.07) to improved short-term mortality when using indirect calorimetry as a calorie target, but there were no significant differences in long-term mortality, infection or length of stay. Four RCTs have based their energy targets on indirect calorimetry. The pilot TICACOS study [124] showed that such a strategy was associated with an improvement in 60-day survival in the per-protocol study, but also to an increase in length of ventilation, infections, and length of stay related to the calorie overload and positive energy balance due to non-nutritional energy intakes. Petros et al. [125] showed a reduction in the infection rate in the study group. Heiddeger et al. [126] measured EE at day 3 and adapted the calorie intake accordingly, comparing supplemental PN from day four to an EN only group. The intervention group had a lower late nosocomial infection rate after day 9. The recent EAT-ICU study compared the goal-directed group, receiving the EE measured with indirect calorimetry as a caloric target to reach within 24 h to patients receiving standard therapy. The study group also received protein.

![Fig. 6. Meta-analysis of (A) short term mortality and (B) infection complications in patients receiving iso or hypocaloric medical nutrition therapy guided by indirect calorimetry or predictive equations (Meta-analysis VI).]
According to urinary nitrogen loss. No advantages or harm was observed in terms of functional outcome, morbidity, or mortality in this RCT [127].

A larger database analysis suggested that calorie intake is associated with significantly improved survival when it is close to measured EE [128] or between 70 and 100% of the repeatedly measured resting energy expenditure [129]. Undernutrition or over-nutrition is deleterious to outcome according to these large observational studies. A recent meta-analysis revealed that the effect of different energy intake levels on clinical outcome as suggested by observational studies is probably over estimated [130]. Moreover, such observational studies are prone to intrinsic bias. This is one of the reasons why several experts and co-authors of the actual paper decided not to base recommendations regarding ICU nutrition on observational studies as better outcome (less severe illness) may result in better energy provision and vice versa [41].

If there is consensus stating that overfeeding should be avoided, it remains difficult to define which calorie targets should be proposed in the different phases of critical illness. Actual EE should not be the target during the first 72 h of acute critical illness. Early full feeding causes overfeeding as it adds to the endogenous energy production which amounts to 500–1400 kcal/day [114]. The assessment of the endogenous nutrient production would be very helpful (albeit not possible until now) in order to correct for and so prevent overnutrition and deleterious effects such as increased length of stay, ventilation duration and infection rates, if exogenous nutrients are administered on top of this endogenous production [131].

Early full feeding also increases the risk of refeeding (see Recommendation 57). On the other hand, a too low intake, below 50%, may lead to severe calorie debt and empty the energy reserves, reduce lean body mass and may increase infectious complications [116,117]. Recently the analysis of a large data base including 1171 patients with indirect calorimetry data [129] confirmed that under- and overfeeding were both deleterious, and that the optimal amount appeared to be between 70 and 100% of measured EE. Prospective randomized studies comparing the delivery of 70–80% of the measured EE to another regimen may improve our knowledge.

**Recommendation 19**

If predictive equations are used to estimate the energy need, hypocaloric nutrition (below 70% estimated needs) should be preferred over isocaloric nutrition for the first week of ICU stay.

**Grade of recommendation B – strong consensus (95% agreement)**

**Commentary**

Twelve studies using predictive equations [16,44,132–142] in addition to observational studies were analyzed trying to find the optimal level of calories to administer to ICU patients. If predictive equations are used to target energy prescription, we suggest using hypocaloric nutrition (up to 70% estimated needs), over isocaloric nutrition (70% or greater of estimated needs), in the early phase of acute illness (improved infection rate: RR 0.92, 0.86, 0.99, p = 0.02).

Unfortunately, also for this question, identified studies did not allow to address different time periods. Two initially separate PICO questions have been analyzed together due to difficulties in their separation, so that “trichic” nutrition was integrated in the “hypocaloric”. No clear benefit of hypocaloric vs isocaloric nutrition was observed in any of the studied outcomes. In the recent decade, various studies have compared energy intake based on predictive equations to reduced calorie intake achieving even trophic enteral feeding. These studies [132,136] and the meta-analysis derived from them [142–144] concluded that there was no difference between normocaloric versus hypocaloric diets in critically ill patients. In another meta-analysis, Marik and Hooper [130] reported a lower hospital mortality for permissive underfeeding as compared with standard normocaloric feeding. The Braunschweig study [134] found an increase in mortality in the group of patients receiving calories close to the prescribed recommended energy intake, without an explanation of the cause of death, except a likely refeeding syndrome [145]. This underlines the importance of the timing in addition to the goal and the route in the interpretation of the studies. Some studies administer full medical nutrition therapy from day one or two (early phase) (EAT-ICU [127], NUTRIREA-2 [64], CALORIES [63]) while others are starting only after three to four days or even later. From all these studies, the ideal amount of calories cannot be determined. Large observational series including hundreds to thousands of patients have observed that the optimal calorie load associated with the best survival is around 80% of predicted energy needs [146], whereas too low or too high calorie intake is associated with increased mortality [5]. Other observational studies suggested no relation between intake and outcome or better outcome with lower energy intakes [147–149]. However, in all these studies, calorie delivery was lower than recommended prescribed or the studies were not targeted to this parameter. It has to be stressed that negative energy balance has been shown to be associated with poor outcome [115,116] and is one of the main physiological concepts guiding nutrition prescription. This energy deficit is associated with protein catabolism and loss of both lean body mass as well as fat mass that has been associated with poor outcome. Thus, at a certain time, caloric delivery should likely match expended energy. Optimal timing likely differs between patients and is not settled yet.

3.10. Clinical question 10: When should we apply/implement supplemental PN?

**Recommendation 20**

In patients who do not tolerate full dose EN during the first week in the ICU, the safety and benefits of initiating PN should be weighed on a case-by-case basis.

**Grade of recommendation: GPP – strong consensus (96% agreement)**

**Recommendation 21**

PN should not be started until all strategies to maximize EN tolerance have been attempted.

**Grade of recommendation: GPP – strong consensus (95% agreement)**

**Commentary to recommendations 20 and 21**

Despite the fact that RCTs are available, the studies are so different that we decided not to perform a meta-analysis. It has been suggested that when the level of energy needs provided by EN is below 60% three days after ICU admission, supplementary PN should be initiated to reach a maximum of 100% of the energy needs (measured by indirect calorimetry whenever possible) (ESPEN 2009: Supplementary PN should be initiated in critically ill patients when energy needs are not covered with EN within three days after admission) [2]. Although early enteral feeding is recommended in most cases [15] (see specific section), the calorie and protein targets are difficult to achieve in many situations.
Numerous observational studies have pointed out the deleterious effects of negative energy balance [116,117] and there is no debate regarding the need for supplementing PN to EN in the case of prolonged nutritional deficit. However, the best timing to prescribe supplemental PN remains debated. The ESPEN 2009 guidelines [2] stated that all patients receiving less than their targeted enteral feeding after two days should be considered for supplementary PN.

Casaer et al. [16] observed that early (supplemental or exclusive) PN is associated with increased morbidity including prolonged ICU dependency and mechanical ventilation, and increased infection rate and need for renal replacement therapy. These findings may be related to the specific study protocol, the patients’ characteristics and the large amount of calories administered guided by predictive equations instead of indirect calorimetry. However, results of this study revealed the potential harm of nutritional intervention aiming at full, possibly overestimated calorie targets during the acute phase of critical illness. The primary outcomes of the smaller studies comparing early PN with other modalities did not differ between groups [150,151]. These divergent findings could result from the differences in sample size, amount of nutrients provided, or could reflect the limited impact of nutrition on global outcomes used for other purposes. In addition, it is not known whether usage of calorimetry would have resulted in different targets and different outcomes in the EPaNIC study. The optimal time point for supplemental PN aiming to achieve full caloric needs is not clear, but is suggested to be between days four and seven [126,152].

As a result, ASPEN/SCCM [41] recommend that in patients with either a low or high nutritional risk, the use of supplemental PN should be considered only after seven to ten days if they are unable to meet >60% of energy and protein requirements by the enteral route alone. This statement is based on the evaluation that initiating supplemental PN on top of EN prior to day 7–10 after ICU admission does not improve clinical outcome and even may have detrimental consequences. Notably, we are not aware of any studies either starting late PN beyond day eight or comparing the effects of starting late PN between day four to seven versus eight to ten. Some of the other studies addressing supplemental PN [126,152,153] did not show similar findings to the EPaNIC study. Moreover, the Calories study [63] and NUTRIREA-2 [64], although not studying supplemental PN but comparing early PN with early EN, demonstrated that the route of nutritional support was not associated with the occurrence of infectious complications as far as the amount of nutrient provided was limited (In the NUTRIREA-2 study [64], an increase in bowel ischemia was observed in the enteral group). It was suggested that early observations of increased infectious morbidity may have been related to the calorie load (overfeeding) more than being a consequence of the administration of supplemental PN [16]. Finally the EAT-ICU study [127] associating supplemental PN with enteral feeding from the early stage of admission in order to reach a target defined by indirect calorimetry, did not find any harm or advantage in terms of morbidity, long term function or mortality. The role of supplemental PN remains to be defined in terms of timing, amount and composition.

3.11. Clinical question 11: In adult critically ill patients, does high protein intake compared to low protein intake improve outcome (reduce mortality, reduce infections)?

Recommendation 22

During critical illness, 1.3 g/kg protein equivalents per day can be delivered progressively.

Grade of recommendation: 0 – strong consensus (91% agreement)

Statement 3

Physical activity may improve the beneficial effects of nutritional therapy.

Consensus (86% agreement)

Commentary to recommendation 22 and statement 3

Muscle comprises the largest protein pool in the body. Critical illness is associated with marked proteolysis and muscle loss (up to 1 kg per day) that is associated with ICU acquired weakness [31]. A higher protein intake and physical activity might be needed to overcome anabolic resistance associated with older age and critical illness [182].

Energy and protein requirements may not change in a parallel way and should be considered separately. While a too large energy delivery could lead to overfeeding and refeeding, and may therefore be deleterious, increased protein delivery may be of benefit in critically ill patients. It has been observed [5] that in daily practice the amount of protein provided to most ICU patients is less than the loss, and is related to technical difficulties and commercial product composition not adequately enriched with proteins in comparison to the calorie content [154]. In addition, 100 g of protein hydrolysate produces only 83 g of amino acids [155]. Recently products with a higher protein to energy ratio have become available. The previous ESPEN guidelines [2] recommended administering 1.2–1.5 g/kg/d protein based on three studies showing improvement in nitrogen balance [156–158].

Observational studies have demonstrated the benefits of high protein delivery. Leverve et al. showed that only patients receiving a large amino acid load and able to have a positive amino acid flux in their legs survived [159]. Weis et al. [160] studying 886 patients showed that ICU patients with 1.2–1.5 g/kg/d delivered protein had reduced 28-day mortality. Allingstrup et al. [161] showed a step-wise dose-dependent improvement in survival when protein delivery was higher. Nicolo [162] in 2824 patients showed an improvement in survival if patients received more than 80% of their protein target. Compher et al. [163] showed that the odds of death decreased by 6.6% with each 10% increase in protein intake. Rooyackers [164] combining several labelled amino acid and protein isoerte studies, demonstrated that additional protein was associated with a better net protein balance. In a retrospective study, Song et al. [165] showed a significant improvement in ICU outcomes of ventilated critically ill patients receiving > 90% of target protein intake. Luojaard et al. [166] showed that sarcopenic ICU patients benefit more from protein intake > 1.2 g/kg per day. Finally Zusman et al. [129] showed significantly higher survival when protein was administered > 1.3 g/kg/d, resulting in a gain of 1% survival for each 1 g of protein.

However, RCTs are less conclusive. The Nephro-Protect study [167] with higher amino acid administration in the intervention arm resulted only in improving the creatinine clearance of patients on day 4, while not affecting clinical endpoints. Older studies administrating high protein [168] in patients suffering from acute renal failure only found renal improvement. Scheinkestel et al. [169] also administrated increasing doses of protein in patients suffering from acute renal failure. They confirmed an improvement in nitrogen balance with higher protein intake and found that nitrogen balance was associated with an improvement in outcome, but not protein intake. The more recent Ferrie study [170] included 119 patients receiving 0.8 or 1.2 g/kg parenteral amino acids as part of their nutritional regimen. They found that the patients receiving the higher amount of amino acids had less fatigue, greater forearm muscle thickness on ultrasound and better nitrogen balance, but no difference in mortality or length of stay. Interpretation of the study
was also complicated by a higher incidence of death in the high amino acid arm which may have created an artefact in muscle force in survivors as additional analyses provided by the authors have suggested. In a small study, Ruugeles et al. [138] compared hyperproteic (1.4 g/kg/d) hypocaloric vs isocaloric (0.76 g/kg/day protein) EN and only found a difference in the SOFA scores. In another study [139], this group administered 1.7 g/kg/d of protein with normocaloric and hypocaloric regimens and did not find any significant differences between the 2 groups. A meta-analysis of these randomized studies was not performed since they focused on different populations and had no uniform end point.

The Top Up study [140] did not find any difference in outcome between those achieving protein target versus controls. The EAT ICU study [127] compared high protein intake administered according to nitrogen excretion from day one to standard administration and did not find any difference in six minute walk test (primary objective) or other parameters related to morbidity or mortality. Of note, this study provided full energy from day 1. In addition, the post hoc analysis of EPaNIC [171,172] studies suggested that early administration of amino acids (mainly at day 3) was associated with a later live discharge from the ICU, questioning the indication of administering amino acids in the early stay in the ICU [173]. On the other hand, Doig et al. [152] showed benefit (reduction of ventilation time and improved general health status) when administering 1 g/kg/day protein.

The optimal timing of protein intake is also unclear. While Weijs et al. [128] retrospectively found that early protein intake of ≥1.2 g/kg/day at day four was associated with better survival in non-overfed non-septic patients and Zusman et al. [174] showed a significant survival advantage for early protein administration reaching 1 g/kg/day at day three versus late protein administration, another retrospective study [175] found that a larger amount of protein administered in during day three to five was associated with higher mortality, while an overall higher protein intake was associated with lower mortality.

None of these studies is comparable to the others in terms of patient selection, calorie and protein intake, timing and route of administration. They underline the need for well conducted RCTs to answer the question of protein administration in the ICU. However, it is possible that similar to caloric targets, optimal protein targets change over time in the ICU and that a high protein intake is only beneficial if not associated with overfeeding.

Exercise has been suggested in several studies [176,177] to be effective in preventing anabolic resistance [178], reducing morbidity and improving the level of activity. However, some divergent results have also been published [179–181]. Administration of increased protein intake together with increased physical activity should be further explored and seems to be promising [182].

3.12. Clinical question 12: What are the optimal combinations of carbohydrates and fat during EN and PN?

Recommendation 23

The amount of glucose (PN) or carbohydrates (EN) administered to ICU patients should not exceed 5 mg/kg/min.

Grade of recommendation: GPP – strong consensus (100% agreement)

Recommendation 24

The administration of intravenous lipid emulsions should be generally a part of PN.

Grade of recommendation: GPP- strong consensus (100% agreement)

Recommendation 25

Intravenous lipid (including non-nutritional lipid sources) should not exceed 1.5 g lipids/kg/day and should be adapted to individual tolerance.

Grade of recommendation: GPP – strong consensus (100% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 23 - 25

The optimal nutritional composition of macronutrients is defined by minimal requirements and upper limits. For carbohydrates the upper limit should be 5 mg/kg body weight/min: For intravenous lipids the upper recommendation is 1 g/kg body weight/day with a tolerance up to 1.5 g/kg/day. Administration in excess can lead to waste, storage or even toxicity. In normal volunteers [183], the de novo lipogenesis induced by overfeeding of isoenergetic amounts of diets rich in fat or carbohydrate was not significantly different.

Carbohydrates are the preferential substrate for production of energy, but in critical illness, insulin resistance and hyperglycemia are common secondary to stress [184]. A minimal requirement has been proposed in previous guidelines [2] based on a society recommendation [185]. This evaluation is weak as has been stated: ‘carbohydrate could be theoretically eliminated from the diet, but it is probably safer(r) to give 150 g/day: This may be explained by organ preference on glucose such as the brain (100–120 g/day), red blood cells, immune cells, renal medulla and all the transparent tissues of the eyes [2]. The exact optimal carbohydrate amount to administer is difficult to determine. Critical illness alters enteral nutrient absorption [186]. Endogenous glucose production is increased and does not decrease when nutrients and insulin are administered as compared with healthy conditions [187]. Excessive glucose based energy provision is associated with hyperglycemia, enhanced CO2 production, enhanced lipogenesis, increased insulin requirements and no advantage in protein sparing in comparison with a lipid based energy provision [114]. The use of diabetic-specific enteral formula in ICU patients suffering from Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus seems to improve the glucose profile [188,189] and may have clinical and economic impact [188]. The hyperglycemia related to PN enriched in dextrose requires higher doses of insulin [190]. The recommended glucose administration should not exceed 5 mg/kg/min [2,191].

Lipids. Essential fatty acids (FA) were previously recommended at a dose of 8 g/day, but recent studies have shown that pediatric patients receiving pure fish oil lipid emulsions did not develop essential FA deficiency after months [192]: of note the fish oil lipid emulsion contain 20% of other FA which is probably the reason for this good tolerance. Fat can be administered enterally or parenterally and as for carbohydrates, the exact amount required is unknown. Fat absorption is impaired in critical illness [193]. Lipid metabolism is modified in critical illness and low plasma triglyceride levels and high plasma (HDL) cholesterol levels are associated with improved survival [194]. The optimal glucose/lipid ratio has been evaluated in terms of improving nitrogen balance with a high ratio suggested [195]. However, administration of marked amounts of carbohydrates and lipids can lead to hyperglycemia and liver function test abnormalities while high fat administration can lead to lipid overload, and especially unsaturated fat to impaired lung function and immune suppression [196]. Close monitoring of triglycerides and liver function tests may guide the clinician for the best ratio [197].
Special attention should be paid if propofol is administered, since it is a source of FA. This lipid solution contains 1.1 kcal/mL and can provide a large calorie load over and above nutritional support [198,199]. Electronic patient data management systems (PDMS) help to recognize this calorie overload. Citrate use in continuous veno-venous hemo-dial-filtration (CVVH) is also associated with increased carbohydrate load and should be taken into account as a non-nutritional calorie intake [199].

Regarding the FA composition of the lipid emulsions, the recent expert recommendations indicated that a blend of FAs should be considered, including medium chain triglycerides (MCTs), n-9 monounsaturated FAs, and n-3 polyunsaturated FAs. At this stage, the evidence for n-3 FA-enriched emulsions in non-surgical ICU patients is not sufficient to recommend it as a standalone [200].

3.13. Clinical question 13: Should we use additional enteral/ parenteral glutamine (GLN) in the ICU?

Recommendation 26

In patients with burns > 20% body surface area, additional enteral doses of GLN (0.3–0.5 g/kg/d) should be administered for 10–15 days as soon as EN is commenced.

Grade of recommendation: B – strong consensus (95% agreement)

Recommendation 27

In critically ill trauma, additional EN doses of GLN (0.2–0.3 g/kg/d) can be administered for the first five days with EN. In case of complicated wound healing it can be administered for a longer period of ten to 15 days.

Grade of recommendation: 0 – strong consensus (91% agreement)

Recommendation 28

In ICU patients except burn and trauma patients, additional enteral GLN should not be administered.

Grade of recommendation: B – strong consensus (92.31% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 26 - 28

The amino acid GLN is a normal component of proteins, representing around 8% of all amino acids, and is present in standard commercial enteral feeds. GLN for parenteral use has been available since 1994, after its synthesis by Fürst and Stehle [201]. For stability reasons, it was not present in standard PN [202].

GLN transports nitrogen between cells and/or organs and serves as a metabolic fuel in rapidly proliferating cells [201]. Under physiological conditions, sufficient endogenous GLN stores are maintained by both daily nutritional intake (80 g of mixed protein contains approximately 10 g GLN) and by endogenous synthesis (skeletal muscle and liver) [201].

Plasma GLN levels have repeatedly been shown to be low during critical illness, and low values to be associated with poor outcome [203–205]. However, not all critically ill patients are GLN depleted. Rodas et al. [205] showed a U-shaped association between plasma GLN levels and outcome. Most patients with very high plasma GLN concentrations suffered acute liver failure [201]. As GLN is one of the most potent gluconeogenic and ureogenic amino acids, liver failure reduces the normal removal of ammonia produced from GLN metabolism. In the REDOX trial [206], some patients exhibited high levels of plasma GLN [207,208].

In major burns, studies include limited number of patients: nevertheless, the existing randomized trials have repeatedly demonstrated that GLN (and its precursor ornithine 2-ketoglutarate) have beneficial effects in major burn injuries, reducing infectious complications (mainly gram negative infections) and also mortality [209]. This has been confirmed in the latest meta-analysis [210,211], and is included in the specific ESPEN burn guidelines [212]. A well conducted meta-analysis including four trials (155 patients) with intention to treat analysis concluded that GLN supplementation was associated with a significant reduction of infectious complications, and of mortality due to bacteremia [213]. The most recent randomized trial was published in 2014 [214] confirmed the reduction of infectious complications in 60 patients. This higher requirement is explained by exudative losses: analysis of burn exudates shows that GLN is lost in larger amounts than any other amino acid [215].

The efficiency of enteral GLN on infection reduction was also suggested in major trauma [216]. A RCT in 20 trauma patients with delayed wound healing, showed that oral antioxidant and GLN containing supplements reduced time to wound closure (22 days versus 35: p = 0.01). In the control patients a decline of plasma GLN was observed, while it was modestly increased in those having received 20 g GLN per day for 14 days. Finally, enteral GLN has also been proven to improve body composition and in particular lean body mass in a group of 44 head and neck cancer patients randomized to receive a GLN supplement (30 g daily) for four weeks [217]. The authors observed a significant Improvement of fat-free mass, serum albumin, and quality of life scores postoperatively [217].

During continuous renal replacement therapy, losses of about 1.2 g GLN/day are observed [218]. These patients might be candidates for enteral supplementation.

In other critically ill patients, the MetaPlus trial [219] showed no advantage in terms of infection of a feeding solution containing additional enteral GLN. Of note none of the groups received the planned high dose protein resulting in a mean delivery of 0.9 g/kg/day. Meta-analysis showed that enteral GLN reduces increased gut permeability significantly but does not reduce mortality [220,221].

Recommendation 29

In unstable and complex ICU patients, particularly in those suffering from liver and renal failure, parenteral GLN -dipeptide shall not be administered.

Grade of recommendation: A – strong consensus (92.31% agreement)

Commentary

A previous meta-analysis including studies published after 2000 was available and therefore a new meta-analysis was not performed. Since the 1990s, many studies have been conducted in critically ill patients, mostly using GLN together with EN or PN at nutritional doses (0.2–0.3 g/kg/d of GLN); these trials have shown benefits in terms of infectious complication reduction, lower mortality [222–224] and reduction of hospital costs [225]. The results were consistent through several meta-analyses [226,227] and have been recently confirmed in an analysis including RCTs performed after 2000, using GLN as part of nutrition support. The only negative trial in terms of absence of effect was attributed to the delivery of a dose of GLN lower than recommended [228].

When analyzed together [229] most single center studies observed improved survival while some multicenter studies did not confirm this finding, reaching no significant results in the overall population (mortality of 29% for those receiving GLN and 28% for...
the control group). The positive trials used GLN as part of global nutrition in stabilized patients. On the other hand, the administration of combined enteral and parenteral GLN [230] in doses higher than recommended in severely ill patients with multi-organ failure was associated with a higher mortality. The REDOX study [206], designed as a 2 × 2 factorial trial, generated concerns for a number of reasons, including the fact that the randomization resulted in higher severity with more organ failures in the GLN groups, largely explaining the higher mortality [206]. Finally, Stehle et al. [203] in a meta-analysis including only stable patients showed an advantage to administering GLN. Of note, there are no data on long-term administration of GLN, most trials having used additional GLN for less than 14 days.

The positive impact of parenteral GLN on cost has been clearly demonstrated. In an Italian multicenter ICU population [225], Pradelli et al. estimated the potential cost-effectiveness of parenteral GLN in a multicenter ICU population based on the expected clinical benefit as reported in RCTs evaluating parenteral GLN. They found a 4991 € cost reduction compared to PN-without GLN. Of note, the analysis was updated in 2015, confirming the previously published data [231]. There are no cost-efficiency data for GLN addition to EN, except for a study in 68 very-low-birth-weight infants [232], in whom GLN resulted in cost reduction. Knowing that high plasma GLN may occur in the early phase, blind administration may not be safe. Point-of-care devices are not yet available, being in the development phase.

3.14. Clinical question 14: Should we use enteral/parenteral EPA/DHA?

**Recommendation 30**

High doses of omega-3-enriched EN formula should not be given by bolus administration.

Grade of recommendation: B – strong consensus (91% agreement)

**Recommendation 31**

EN enriched with omega-3 FA within nutritional doses can be administered.

Grade of recommendation: 0 – strong consensus (95% agreement)

**Recommendation 32**

High doses omega-3 enriched enteral formulas should not be given on a routine basis.

Grade of recommendation: B – consensus (90% agreement)

**Commentary to recommendations 30 - 32**

We identified eight studies [233–240] addressing this question; in four of them antioxidants were also given. A meta-analysis did not reveal any benefit (see Meta-analysis VII in Supplemental Materials), but there was a trend towards increase in PO2/FiO2 with intervention (RR 22.59, CI -0.88, 46.05, p = 0.06). However, because it may change quickly and is dependent on ventilator settings, fluid status, body position etc. PO2/FiO2 is probably not the best outcome variable.

Calder et al. [200] recently summarized the various formulae available and their described effects in various conditions related to intensive care. The International Society for the Study of FA and Lipids recommends a daily intake of 500 mg of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) + docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) for healthy humans [241], three to seven times this dose could be considered a high dose in ICU patients. However, even higher doses were not associated with complications. Enteral formulae enriched in borage oil and/or omega-3 FA have been administered in patients suffering from ARDS, acute lung injury (ALI) and sepsis with positive effects regarding length of stay, length of ventilation and even mortality [233,234,239,242]. These four studies used the same study and control formulae. Santacruz et al. [243] analyzed the effects of enriched formulae according to the lipid composition of the control group. A multicenter study comparing the formula enriched in EPA, gamma-linolenic acid (GLA; from borage oil) and antioxidants to a regular formula could only find an advantage in terms of length of ventilation [244]. Our meta-analysis (see Meta-analysis VII in Supplemental Materials) found a trend for advantage in oxygenation for enteral formulae enriched in EPA, GLA and antioxidants while other outcomes were unchanged. Other studies administered omega-3 FA and borage oil as an additive, rather than as a component of the formula [237] and in the Rice et al. study [238], in combination with a very low daily protein intake (far from recommendations and lower than in the control group), leading to no advantage or even increased risk associated with higher omega-3 FA administration. Aggregating all the studies without taking into account the amount of omega-3 FA or whether they are given as bolus or continuous administration, does not yield any advantage for any formula [244]. Glenn and Wischmeyer [245] analyzed separately the studies administering omega-3 FA as a bolus or in a continuous manner and found that continuous administration improved length of stay and length of ventilation; in contrast, bolus administration had no advantage. The pre-emptive administration of the same formula administered in the first 3 studies in severe, ventilated, multiple trauma patients did not find any advantage [239]. In this study, the membrane content of EPA and DHA was very low at baseline and was hardly corrected with omega-3 and borage oil administration, suggesting that we do not know the exact amount of omega-3 FA to administer to this category of patients. In the post-hoc analysis of the MetaPlus study [246], administering GLN, EPA/DHA and antioxidants to critically ill patients, only the change from baseline to day 4 of EPA + DHA/long chain triglyceride (LCT) ratio was statistically significantly associated with six month mortality (hazard ratio 1.18, 95% ci 1.02–1.35, P = 0.021) suggesting a harmful effect of these nutrients in medical ICU patients. It has to be noted that this harmful effect was not observed in the previous studies on patients in ALI or ARDS.

**Recommendation 33**

Parenteral lipid emulsions enriched with EPA + DHA (Fish oil dose 0.1–0.2 g/kg/d) can be provided in patients receiving PN.

Grade of recommendation: 0 – strong consensus (100% agreement)

**Commentary**

We did not perform new meta-analyses, since previous meta-analyses including studies from year 2000 and later are available. From previous and recent recommendations [2,29], it is clear that the use of intravenous fat emulsions based solely on a soybean oil rich in 18 carbon omega-6 FA should be avoided due to their likely pro-inflammatory effects. Comparative studies of administering lipid emulsions daily or not at all did not show any deleterious effects and as in the previous ESPEN guidelines [2], we recommend not to delay administration and provide intravenous lipid emulsions daily [247]. Alternative lipid emulsions have become available, including sources that incorporate olive oil, fish oil, and coconut oil (MCTs) in various combinations. Meta-analyses have
shown an advantage to lipid emulsions enriched in fish oil or olive oil [248]. Dai et al. showed a better survival as well as a shorter length of stay [249]. Olive oil also had an advantage over soybean oil in terms of LOS [250, 251]. However, Umpierrez et al. [252] did not find any difference in terms of morbidity and mortality between olive oil and soybean oil. Prospective randomized studies including surgical patients admitted in the ICU for a period of their hospitalization have shown less morbidity in the fish oil group compared to other lipid emulsions [253–258]. Grau et al. in a multicenter prospective randomized double-blind study, showed a significant decrease in infection rate using a lipid emulsion with long chain triglycerides (LCT; soybean oil), MCT and fish oil compared to an emulsion with LCT/MCT alone [259]. A review of numerous meta-analyses [260] comparing these new lipid emulsions with one-another and with soybean oil-based lipid emulsions is available, summarizing many prospective comparative studies. Those of Palmer et al. [261], Chen et al. [262], Pradelli et al. [263], Manzanares et al. [264] and Zhu et al. [244] showed a decrease in length of stay, while Manzanares et al. [264] and Zhu et al. [244] also showed a decrease in infections. Fish oil has been administered in septic patients showing improvement in morbidity [265–267]. Tao et al. [268] found a reduction in mechanical ventilation days in septic patients receiving fish oil enriched intravenous lipid emulsion, but the studies showed heterogeneity and had low sample size. Lu et al. [267] and Manzanares et al. [269] reported similar findings in other meta-analyses. Kreymann et al. [270] recently analyzed the effects of additional EPA/DHA compared to LCT and LCT/MCT in critically ill patients and found a significant improvement in the infection rate. However, many of the studies suffered from high bias and low level of evidence. The ASPEN [41] and Surviving Sepsis Recommendations [111] do not acknowledge any advantage to new lipid emulsions.

3.15. Clinical question 15: Should we use parenteral micronutrients and antioxidants in critically ill patients?

Micronutrients, i.e. trace elements and vitamins, have numerous functions that they generally exert in combination: they are essential for the metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins and lipids (i.e. nutrition), for immunity and antioxidant defense, for endocrine function, and for DNA synthesis, gene repair and cell signaling. The present recommendations are limited to the nutritional and antioxidant aspects.

Recommendation 34

To enable substrate metabolism, micronutrients (i.e. trace elements and vitamins) should be provided daily with PN.

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Commentary

Providing micronutrients to include the full range of trace elements and vitamins is an integral part of nutritional support as stated in the 2009 guidelines [2]. Parenteral and enteral feeding preparations differ in that commercially available PN solutions contain no micronutrients for stability reasons: this requires their separate prescription [2]. There are no studies regarding PN with or without micronutrients, but these studies would be unethical. This lack of evidence does not allow us to give strong recommendations, but trials would be considered unethical.

Several micronutrients are severely depleted during the inflammatory response, and hence difficult to interpret. Recent evidence tends to show that persistently low zinc concentrations might become an important biomarker in sepsis [271].

Similarly, we recommend the repletion of micronutrients, in conditions of chronic and acute deficiency. Continuous renal replacement therapy for more than two weeks is a new cause of acute micronutrient deficiencies and particularly of severe copper deficiency that may explain life-threatening complications in patients requiring this therapy [272].

Recommendation 35

Antioxidants as high dose monotherapy should not be administered without proven deficiency.

Grade of recommendation: B – strong consensus (96% agreement)

Commentary

Oxidative stress, defined as an imbalance between increased reactive oxygen and nitrogen species and endogenous antioxidant mechanisms, is observed in severe critical care conditions requiring mechanical ventilation [273], such as septic shock, severe pancreatitis, ARDS, major burns and trauma: this is associated with oxidative damage to proteins and lipids [274]. The antioxidant micronutrients, and in particular copper, selenium, zinc, and vitamins E and C belong to the primary antioxidant defenses: their circulating levels are decreased below reference ranges in these conditions [275–278] in association with intense inflammation.

On the basis of the analysis of 15 RCTs [279], showing a significant reduction of infectious complications and of mortality, the 2016 ASPEN guidelines [41] recommend the provision of a combination of antioxidant micronutrients “in safe doses” (i.e. 5–10 times Dietary reference intakes = DRI). A European randomized trial which was not included in this analysis suggests that the clinical effect of a combination of antioxidants is already apparent after five days of administration [280]. This short term support of the endogenous antioxidant system should not be confused with the daily nutritional doses of trace elements and vitamins required along with PN [2]. Doses exceeding ten times the DRI should not be used in clinical settings without proven severe deficiency.

The number of trials testing the enteral administration of antioxidant micronutrients is limited. Howe et al. showed in a RCT in 72 patients on mechanical ventilation that delivering an enteral combination of 1 g vitamin C and 1000 international units (IU) vitamin E resulted in a reduction of length of mechanical ventilation with no impact on length of stay or mortality [281].

Regarding high dose intervention, selenium and vitamin C will be commented upon separately as their mechanisms of action differ: Se supports the activity of the glutathione peroxidase family of antioxidant enzymes, while vitamin C primarily acts on the antioxidant micronutrients, and in particular copper, selenium, zinc, and vitamins E and C belong to the primary antioxidant defenses: their circulating levels are decreased below reference ranges in these conditions [275–278] in association with intense inflammation.
without loading and with or without sepsis. High dose Se mono-
therapy has recently been shown to be inefficient in reducing mor-
tality in an important German cohort [287]. As the kidney excretes
Se, doses in excess of DRI should be avoided in case of renal failure.

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C): Critically ill patients exhibit low
circulating ascorbic acid concentrations [279]. A low plasma con-
centration is associated with inflammation, severity of organ failure
and mortality. Preclinical studies show that high-dose vitamin C
can prevent or restore microcirculatory flow impairment by
inhibiting activation of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
phosphate-oxidase and inducible nitric oxide synthase [282,288].
Ascorbate also prevents thrombin-induced platelet aggregation
and platelet surface P-selectin expression, thus preventing micro
thrombi formation [282]. It additionally restores vascular respon-
siveness to vasoconstrictors, preserves the endothelial barrier by
maintaining cyclic guanylate phosphatase and occluding phos-
phorylation and preventing apoptosis [289]; Finally, high-dose
vitamin C can augment antibacterial defenses [275].

In major burns, the early phase of resuscitation is characterized
by massive capillary leak and endothelial dysfunction causing
shock and organ failure. Resuscitation of burn victims with high-
dose ascorbic acid (66 mg/kg/hour for 24 h) was reported in 2000
[289] and later [290,291] to reduce fluid intakes. Further trials are
ongoing [292]: in 24 patients randomized to vitamin C doses of
50–200 mg/kg/kg or placebo, no adverse safety events were
observed in ascorbic acid-infused patients. These patients exhibited
prompt reductions in SOFA scores (absent in placebo patients),
along with a significant reduction of the inflammation biomarkers
(C-reactive protein and procalcitonin). Recently, Marik et al. sug-
gested that administration of high doses vitamin C, thiamine and
hydrocortisone decreased mortality and prevented the occurrence
of multiple organ failure in severe sepsis and septic shock [278].
Indeed, under acidic conditions in sepsis, ascorbate promotes
dissolution of microthrombi in capillaries, thereby contributing to
resolving microcirculatory alterations.

3.16. Clinical question 16: Should additional vitamin D be used in
critically ill patients?

Recommendation 36

In critically ill patients with measured low plasma levels
(25-hydroxy-vitamin D < 12.5 ng/ml, or 50 nmol/l) vitamin D3
can be supplemented.

Grade of recommendation: GPP- consensus (86% agreement)

Recommendation 37

In critically ill patients with measured low plasma levels
(25-hydroxy-vitamin D < 12.5 ng/ml, or 50 nmol/l) a high dose of
vitamin D3 (500,000 IU) as a single dose can be administered
within a week after admission.

Grade of recommendation: 0 – consensus (86% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 36 and 37

Vitamin D3 can be synthesized in sufficient amounts by the
human body so long as there is exposure to sunlight and good liver
and renal function. Vitamin D3 has a nuclear receptor and a large
number of genes are under direct or indirect control of this vitamin.
Hypovitaminosis D is common in the general population, with a
seasonal occurrence, while low plasma concentrations of vitamin D
have been repeatedly shown in critically ill patients. In the latter
patients, deficiency has been associated with poor outcome [293],
including excess mortality, longer length of stay, higher sepsis
incidence, and longer mechanical ventilation [294].

Seven randomized supplementation trials including 716 criti-
cally ill adult patients have been performed: they have shown
beneficial effects, with mortality reduction when compared to
placebo [295,296] with follow up to six months after intervention.
No side effects have been observed. The trial doses have varied
between 200,000 and 540,000 units administered by the enteral,
intramuscular or intravenous routes. These doses are far in excess
of the daily recommended intakes (RDI) doses of 600 IU/day, and
are based on the demonstration that using the RDI doses leads to
prolonged normalization time [297]: a loading therapy is required
[298,299]. Nutritional doses should be administered to all ICU pa-
patients but have been proven not to correct the low plasma con-
centrations. At this stage though, a single high dose (500,000 IU)
can be administered in the first week and seems safe in patients
with deficiency.

3.17. Clinical question 17: Nutritional therapy in special conditions

The following three recommendations are based on previous
recommendations published by the European Society of Intensive
Medicine (ESICM) [15].

Recommendation 38

EN should be delayed

- if shock is uncontrolled and hemodynamic and tissue
  perfusion goals are not reached, whereas low dose EN can
  be started as soon as shock is controlled with fluids and
  vasopressors/inotropes, while remaining vigilant for signs
  of bowel ischemia;
- in case of uncontrolled life-threatening hypoxemia, hy-
  percapnia or acidosis, whereas EN can be started in patients
  with stable hypoxemia, and compensated or permissive
  hypercapnia and acidosis;
- in patients suffering from active upper GI bleeding,
  whereas EN can be started when the bleeding has stopped
  and no signs of re-bleeding are observed;
- in patients with overt bowel ischemia;
- in patients with high-output intestinal fistula if reliable
  feeding access distal to the fistula is not achievable;
- in patients with abdominal compartment syndrome; and
- if gastric aspirate volume is above 500 ml/6 h.

Grade of recommendation: B – strong consensus (100%
agreement)

Recommendation 39

Low dose EN should be administered

- in patients receiving therapeutic hypothermia and
  increasing the dose after rewarming;
- in patients with intra-abdominal hypertension without
  abdominal compartment syndrome, whereas temporary
  reduction or discontinuation of EN should be considered
  when intra-abdominal pressure values further increase
  under EN; and
- in patients with acute liver failure when acute, immedi-
  ately life-threatening metabolic derangements are
  controlled with or without liver support strategies, inde-
  pending on grade of encephalopathy.
Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (95.65% agreement)

Recommendation 40

Early EN should be performed

- in patients receiving ECMO
- in patients with traumatic brain injury
- in patients with stroke (ischemic or hemorrhagic)
- in patients with spinal cord injury
- in patients with severe acute pancreatitis
- in patients after GI surgery
- in patients after abdominal aortic surgery
- in patients with abdominal trauma when the continuity of the GI tract is confirmed/restored
- in patients receiving neuromuscular blocking agents
- in patients managed in prone position
- in patients with open abdomen
- regardless of the presence of bowel sounds unless bowel obstruction is suspected in patients with diarrhea

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (95.83% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 38-40

We endorse the ESICM guidelines that formulated 17 recommendations favoring initiation of early EN (within 48 h of ICU admission) and seven recommendations favoring delaying EN [15], as summarized in our recommendations 34–36. In meta-analyses performed for the ESICM guidelines, early EN reduced infectious complications in unselected critically ill patients, in patients with severe acute pancreatitis, and after GI surgery, whereas no evidence of superiority for early PN or delayed EN over early EN was detected in any of the sub-questions. However, all issued recommendations were weak due to the low quality of evidence, with most of them finally based on expert opinion [15].

3.18. Clinical question 18: Special conditions not included in the ESICM recommendations

i) Non intubated patients

Recommendations 41

In non-intubated patients not reaching the energy target with an oral diet, oral nutritional supplements should be considered first and then EN.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (96% agreement)

Recommendations 42

In non-intubated patients with dysphagia, texture-adapted food can be considered. If swallowing is proven unsafe, EN should be administered.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (94% agreement)

Recommendations 43

In non-intubated patients with dysphagia and a very high aspiration risk, postpyloric EN or, if not possible, temporary PN during swallowing training with removed nasoenteral tube can be performed.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (92% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 41 - 43

Oral intake is frequently prescribed in the intensive care setting varying from 25 to 45% of the patients in the first four days, but does not reach the energy or protein requirements according to the Nutrition Day ICU survey [5]. This population includes patients admitted for monitoring, patients receiving non-invasive ventilation and post intubation/tracheostomy patients.

Non-ventilated patients: Reeves et al. [300] described the energy and protein intakes of patients with ARDS receiving non-invasive ventilation. From this small observational study, it is concluded that oral intake was inadequate, mainly with increasing time on non-invasive ventilation, and earlier during their hospital admission. In total 78% of the patients met less than 80% of the requirements. Of 150 patients who required non-invasive ventilation for more than 48 h, 107 were incapable of oral intake and received enteral feeding which was associated with increased airway complications and median non-invasive ventilation duration [301]. Patients requiring high-flow oxygen via nasal cannula were deemed medically appropriate to resume oral alimentation (78% out of 50 patients), while 22% continued nil per os [302]. The authors recommended referring the patients recognized to have swallowing issues for swallowing evaluation, in order to prevent oral nutrition complications [38].

Oral intake is impaired after extubation and a high incidence of swallowing dysfunction has been described (between 10 and 67.5%, with a mean around 50%, despite different timing and methods assessing the dysphagia) [303]. This post-extubation swallowing disorder could be prolonged for to up to 21 days mainly in the elderly and after prolonged intubation. Thus, at 21 days post-extubation, 24% of older patients were feeding tube dependent [304]. Recently, 29% of 446 ICU patients had prolonged post-extubation swallowing disorder at discharge and some post-extubation swallowing disorder has been shown 4 months after discharge [305]. The same authors who described the tools to diagnose post-extubation swallowing disorder, also suggest the use of thickening food to increase oral intake. However, this approach has not been validated in the ICU [305]. In a four year follow up by Kruser and Prescott [306] the time to self-reported recovery of swallowing function was three months, but 25% of patients took more than six months to recover. After one week, none of the 50 patients studied by Peterson et al. [307] exceeded 50% of daily requirements and were prescribed a therapeutic diet.

After tracheostomy, a cohort study showed that the majority of the patients returned to oral intake, but the time to commencement of oral intake was correlated with increased time to decannulation and increased time to decannulation correlated with increased hospital length of stay [308]. Supplemental PN has not been extensively studied in this population.

ii) Frail patients

Frail patients can be diagnosed at admission as well as during the ICU stay. Frailty is a clinical syndrome in which 3 or more of the following criteria occur: 1. Unintentional weight loss, 2. Self-reported exhaustion, 3. Weakness (by grip strength), 4. Slow walking speed and 5. Low physical activity [19]. Specific criteria diagnosing frailty during ICU stay are not available. Poor appetite and nutritional intake [19,309] may be evident. Frailty is more frequent in the elderly population (50% in patients older than 80
years) and is associated with increased mortality. It is different from malnutrition, as demonstrated in a systematic review assessing malnutrition and frailty: in 5447 older patients from ten studies, 2.3% were malnourished (according to Mini-Nutritional Assessment) while 19.1% were frail. 68% of the malnourished were frail while only 8.4% of the frail were malnourished. For those surviving, loss of autonomy and increased length of recovery is expected. Physical function can be impaired for a prolonged time (more than 4 years). In a recent systematic review including ten observational studies enrolling a total of 3030 patients (927 frail and 2103 fit patients), frailty was associated with higher hospital mortality (RR 1.71; 95% CI 1.43, 2.05; p < 0.00001; I² = 32%) and long-term mortality (RR 1.53; 95% CI 1.40, 1.68; p < 0.00001; I² = 0%). The pooled prevalence of frailty was 30% (95% CI 29–32%). Frail patients were less likely to be discharged home than fit patients (RR 0.59; 95% CI 0.49, 0.71; p < 0.00001; I² = 12%). Frailty occurrence was also decreased in patients fed with EN enriched with the omega-3 FA EPA. In patients receiving >1 g/kg per day protein as 20% of the calories, frailty was less common. An ESPEN expert working group recommend 1.2–1.5 g protein/kg/day in older people who are malnourished or at risk of malnutrition because they have acute or chronic illness, with even high protein intake for individuals with severe illness or injury.

### 3.19. Clinical question 19: In adult critically ill patients with sepsis, does EN compared to no nutrition improve outcome (reduce mortality, reduce infections)?

The clinical questions 19 and 20 are both answered by the following Recommendation 44.

**Recommendation 44**

Early and progressive EN should be used in septic patients after hemodynamic stabilization.

If contraindicated, EN should be replaced by progressive PN.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (94% agreement)

### Commentary

A meta-analysis on enteral versus no nutrition was not feasible due to paucity of related studies. The stress-related increased metabolic needs observed during sepsis have been well quantified and are likely to promote malnutrition, or aggravate pre-existing malnutrition, at the time of admission to the ICU. Knowing that malnutrition is associated with impaired clinical outcomes, it is likely that no nutrition is deleterious or at least less favorable for long term outcome than nutrition support. Elke et al. confirmed this opinion in a secondary analysis of a large nutrition database including 2270 patients with sepsis, pneumonia and with an ICU stay > three days. Increased amounts of calories and protein per day were associated with a decrease in 60 day mortality and an increase in ventilation-free days. The surviving sepsis campaign guidelines do not recommend full EN and suggests administering low-dose enteral feeding in the 1st week of ICU stay giving an evidence grade of 2B. However, this statement is based on studies not aimed at septic patients.

A meta-analysis was not possible due the paucity of studies on this question (enteral versus parenteral nutrition). The respective value of EN and PN should be discussed separately for patients with sepsis from those with septic shock, since shock may jeopardize intestinal perfusion during enteral feeding. Patients with sepsis on EN are likely to be underfed, due to their poor gastrointestinal tolerance to liquids and feeds. Such a condition is associated with the development of a progressively increasing energy debt, representing the difference between energy need and intake, strongly correlated with complications and/or reduced survival. Unfortunately, recent studies showed that the use of EN often provides about half of the measured energy expended over the first week in the ICU, a condition associated with an increased complication rate proportional to the deficit incurred over the ICU stay. Only one outcome study in septic patients compared “early” EN with energy target reached by the 3rd day after admission with “late” EN (no nutrition until day 3 after ICU admission) and found no difference (survival or infection rate). A number of physiologic advantages are associated with the use of EN, such as the preservation of gut integrity and intestinal permeability, as well as a down modulation of the inflammatory response and of insulin resistance. Two studies have compared the respective effect of hypocaloric or trophic EN (about 70% of the predicted energy target), versus full EN (>80% of the predicted energy target) and found no differences in terms of survival. On the other hand, PN generally allows to fully cover the nutritional needs even during the first days of the ICU stay. However, the full provision of energy needs during the first three to four days after ICU admission may not be desirable, as there is an intense endogenous production of energy substrate during the first days of disease/trauma-related stress and because refeeding may play a role. This was also the conclusions of the EPaniC study including more than 1000 septic patients. On this basis, a pragmatic approach remains to consider EN as the first choice for nutrition support during the first three to four days after ICU admission in order to avoid overfeeding, a condition shown to be deleterious. For those patients for whom EN is not feasible or is insufficient after three days, PN should be prescribed up to approximatively half of the predicted or measured energy needs and EN prescribed as soon as the clinical condition permits. In addition, protein administration has been recommended in higher doses in critically ill patients. Weijs et al. reported that septic patients did not improve outcome when receiving increased (1.2 g/kg/d) protein intake compared to non-septic patients, but they found no harm either.

### Septic shock

In patients with septic shock receiving vasopressors or inotropes, no evidence-based answer can be proposed as no interventional studies have been reported to date. On a pathophysiological basis, intolerance to EN in patients with uncontrolled shock is likely to be very high. In fact, impaired splanchic perfusion related to shock can potentially be further aggravated by EN administration as digestion represents an extra workload theoretically capable of leading to bowel ischemia or necrosis. The use of EN during the first 48 h after admission in patients with uncontrolled shock was shown to be less favorable in terms of survival than its delayed use (48 h after admission) in patients with successful resuscitation and stable hemodynamic parameters. In the recent NUTRIREA-2 study, 61% in the enteral group and 64% in the parenteral group suffered from septic shock. No difference between the groups was noted in terms of mortality. Nevertheless there were significantly more digestive complications in the early EN group, indicating that full feeding during shock is to be avoided, and that in fact PN may be the safer route in some patient groups. ESICM as well as our guidelines recommend to delay the introduction of EN in such cases.
As the study results remain conflicting, a pragmatic approach may be considered in patients with sepsis: a fraction (20-50%) of a full nutrition support should be initiated as early as possible to “open” the enteral route, then the amount of feeds should be progressively increased according to the GI tolerance in order to achieve optimal nutrition support once patients have overcome the hemodynamic alterations related to sepsis, i.e. a few days after admission. For those patients with sepsis for whom EN is not feasible for prolonged periods (e.g. bowel discontinuity, etc.), PN should be prescribed after successful resuscitation up to approximatively half of the predicted or measured energy needs and EN prescribed as soon as the clinical condition permits.

3.20. Clinical question 21: Critically ill patients with surgical complications after abdominal or esophageal surgery

Recommendation 45

In patients after abdominal or esophageal surgery, early EN can be preferred over delayed EN.

Grade of recommendation: 0 — strong consensus (96% agreement)

Recommendation 46

In critically ill patients with surgical complications after abdominal or esophageal surgery and unable to eat orally, EN (rather than PN) should be preferred unless discontinuity or obstruction of GI tract, or abdominal compartment syndrome is present.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (96% agreement)

Recommendation 47

In the case of an unrepaired anastomotic leak, internal or external fistula, a feeding access distal to the defect should be aimed for to administer EN.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (96% agreement)

Recommendation 48

In the case of an unrepaired anastomotic leak, internal or external fistula, or if distal feeding access is not achieved, EN should be withheld and PN may be commenced.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Recommendation 49

In case of high output stoma or fistula, the appropriateness of chyme reinfusion or enterolysis should be evaluated and performed if adequate.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 45 - 49

We performed a meta-analysis of EN vs no nutrition within the first 48 h, which did not reveal clear benefit of EN in this subgroup of patients, but a trend towards fewer infectious complications was observed (RR 0.47, CI 0.20, 1.07, p = 0.07). Two studies addressing early EN vs early PN in elective upper GI surgery were identified [55,56,324] (see Meta-analysis VIII in Supplemental Materials).

We did not identify any RCTs on abdominal trauma surgery nor (complicated) abdominal aortic surgery published since year 2000. Earlier studies have been summarized in recent guidelines [15].

In a sub-group analysis of the EPaNIC study, early and late PN was compared in complicated pulmonary/esophageal and abdomino-pelvic surgery patients. Reduced infection rates in late vs early PN were observed (29.9% vs. 40.2%, p = 0.01) with no difference in any mortality outcomes, whereas all these patients received virtually no EN during the seven study days [16]. The latter finding should most likely be interpreted as a harmful effect of early full feeding, also demonstrated in several other recent studies.

We did not identify any RCTs comparing gastric vs postpyloric EN in patients after complicated abdominal surgery.

We did not identify any studies focusing on the impact of different routes in periods of the ICU stay beyond “early”.

Without evidence, but based on common reasoning and pathophysiological considerations, surgical complications leading to gastrointestinal contents leaking into the abdominal cavity should always lead to withholding/stopping EN. At the time of developing such complications, patients usually have developed considerable energy deficits. Therefore, PN should be considered early after re-surgery if such a problem clearly cannot be solved within the next days, but started at a slow infusion rate. Enteral feeding access distal to the leak should be aimed for in these cases. Small bowel ischemia associated with early (in some cases aggressive) EN via surgical jejunostomy has been reported in several case reports [325,326]. In these cases, close monitoring of abdominal symptoms is required, and only continuous administration and slow build-up of EN via jejunostomy is advocated.

Importantly, the presence of an intestinal anastomosis or re-anastomosis without leakage should not delay EN.

Esophageal surgery commonly results in the loss of the lower esophageal sphincter function and is therefore associated with a significantly increased risk of aspiration. Therefore many centers use “nil per mouth” strategy with EN via a surgical jejunostomy. We identified two RCTs addressing early EN via surgical jejunostomy in patients after esophageal surgery (in one case, the study group included other upper gastrointestinal surgery patients, not limited to esophageal surgery [58]), suggesting potentially beneficial effects on the inflammatory state when compared with early PN and lower infection rates when compared with delayed EN [71]. One larger retrospective study comparing early EN via surgical jejunostomy vs early PN resulted in less life-threatening complications and a shorter postoperative hospital stay [327].

In many cases of complicated abdominal surgery, patient tolerance to EN is impaired. Furthermore, depending on surgery, maldigestion and/or malabsorption may occur. Therefore, (supplemental) PN should be considered timely to avoid prolonged nutritional deficits. In specific situations with high-output stoma or fistula, chyme reinfusion or enterolysis should be considered [328].

3.21. Clinical question 22: How should head trauma patients be fed?

Recommendation 50

Trauma patients should preferentially receive early EN instead of early PN.

Grade of recommendation: B — strong consensus (96% agreement)

Commentary

Our meta-analysis including three studies [62,329,330] showed a decrease in length of stay (RR -0.47, CI -7.57, –1.71, p = 0.002), a
trend for decrease in mortality (RR 0.69, CI 0.39, 1.23, p = 0.21), but no difference in incidence of pneumonia when early EN was administered. (see Meta-analysis IX in Supplemental Materials).

Most trauma patients are not malnourished on admission (6% SGA C), but may become mald-nourished during ICU stay (increase in SGA B) [331]. These patients at risk may be missed by the NUTRIC score since a significant loss of muscle mass occurs and is correlated with length of hospitalization and three month function level [332]. Most of the patients [230] are underfed (receiving 58% of the energy requirements, and 53% of the protein requirements). After discharge, the nutrition deficit persists [332]. Kompan et al. [329] compared early EN through a nasogastric tube to early PN followed by EN in multiple trauma patients and found a significant decrease in pneumonia and LOS, but not in hospital stay and mortality. Justo Meirelles et al. [62], in moderate traumatic brain injury, compared EN to PN after resuscitation and did not show any significant outcome difference. Fan et al. [330] compared 3 groups: early EN, early PN and EN followed by supplemental PN. Mortality, complication were decreased significantly and nutritional status and clinical outcomes were improved in the early EN + supplemental PN group [334]. An earlier meta-analysis [335] showed that early EN was associated with reduced mortality. Higher protein intake reaching 1.5–2 g/kg/day may be considered in this population, since there are large protein losses (20–30 g/L) [336].

3.22. Clinical question 23: How should obese patients be fed?

**Recommendation 51**

An iso-caloric high protein diet can be administered to obese patients, preferentially guided by indirect calorimetry measurements and urinary nitrogen losses.

Grade of recommendation: 0 – consensus (89% agreement)

**Recommendation 52**

In obese patients, energy intake should be guided by indirect calorimetry.

Protein delivery should be guided by urinary nitrogen losses or lean body mass determination (using CT or other tools).

If indirect calorimetry is not available, energy intake can be based on “adjusted body weight”. If urinary nitrogen losses or lean body mass determination are not available, protein intake can be 1.3 g/kg “adjusted body weight”/d.

Grade of recommendation: GPP – consensus (89% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 51 and 52

Overweight and obese patients have become more prevalent in ICUs in parallel with increasing prevalence in the population [337]. Reported recommendations [41] are based on randomized trials of hypocaloric intake performed more than 20 years ago in less than 50 patients and models based on observational data and summarized by Dickerson et al. [336]. The BMI cutoff for lower energy provision and high protein supply was mostly 30 kg/m². Overweight patients have not been addressed. Obese patients are only slightly more prevalent in the ICU than in the hospital and in the related populations. There is a large variability in the prevalence between countries with more than 39% and 37% obese (BMI>30 kg/m²) present in the US ICUs and hospital wards, 22% and 19% in Europe, 17% and 14% in South America and 10% and 7% in the Asian and Pacific region based on data from the Nutrition Day project [6,337]. Such large differences can be explained by different stages of the obesity epidemic but also by differences in genetic background and ethnicity. Moreover the cutoffs for overweight and obese need to be adapted to the ethnic background.

Hypocaloric nutrition is usually considered when energy supply is <70% of calculated energy needs based on ideal body weight. In hypocaloric nutrition a weight loss of 2–3 kg per week is considered acceptable. No systematic research on safe limits for weight loss in overweight and obese ICU patients has been reported. Additionally, hypocaloric medical nutrition therapy appears to be the rule on many ICUs [6].

We recommend the measurement of energy consumption with indirect calorimetry and urinary nitrogen loss to guide energy requirements and protein needs, since predictive equations are inaccurate. Obese patients defined on the basis of BMI are heterogeneous group of patients. High BMI may be associated with an extremely trained muscle mass as in body builder at one end of the spectrum and sarcopenic obese with an even lower muscle mass than would be expected from height at the other end. The muscle mass of obese patients will be highly dependent on their level of activity. Age is a further factor to be considered. Muscle mass typically is maximal between 25 and 35 years of age and decreases thereafter. Thus, in an older person with the same body weight, a lower muscle mass is likely to be present.

If indirect calorimetry is not available and nitrogen excretion not measured, we suggest the use of ideal body weight as reference weight in overweight and obese patients. Many guidelines propose specific cutoffs at BMI 30, 40 and 50 kg/m² where standard nutrition formulas are replaced by alternative formula for energy and protein needs. With increasing BMI, the proportion of tissues with lower energy consumption and lower protein turnover decrease. Thus we propose to decrease energy provision where BMI indicates overweight or obesity. The reference (adjusted) body weight should then change from actual body weight to ideal body weight at a BMI > 25 kg/m². Probably using as ideal body weight: 0.9 × height in cm – 100 (male) (or – 106 (female)) is sufficiently precise giving the overall uncertainties. Such an approach would completely ignore the metabolic demand of adipose tissue and muscle. Adipose tissue utilizes 4.5 kcal/kg/day and muscle 13 kcal/kg/day [338]. The proportion of muscle within the excess weight of an obese individual might be roughly 10%. A pragmatic approach is to add 20–25% of the excess weight (actual body weight-ideal body weight) to ideal body weight for all calculations of energy requirements.

Several authors advocate a controlled undernutrition of obese subjects while providing a relatively larger dose of protein between 2 and 2.5 g/kg/day (ideal body weight as reference) [339]. An observed 2.7 kg weight loss per week was considered to be advantageous when nitrogen balance could be achieved. It remains unclear whether overweight and obese critically ill patients have a higher nitrogen loss than patients with a normal BMI when adjusted for actual lean body mass.

Additional metabolic derangements such as decreased glucose tolerance, altered lipid metabolism, lack of micronutrients and decreased gut motility will need specific attention [340]. Recommendations on early EN, gastrointestinal tolerance and progressive increase in nutrition over several days apply similarly to overweight and obese patients as to all other ICU patients.

3.23. Clinical question 24: How should nutrition therapy be monitored during the ICU stay?

The issue of monitoring is generally not addressed in nutrition guidelines, even though it is the main step to achieve success with any therapy. In an attempt to decrease the gap between the prescribed quantities and those actually delivered, particularly with
EN, we propose standard operating procedures developed in a separate document [197]. The main goals of monitoring of nutrition therapy in the ICU are:

- To assure that optimal nutritional support is planned and provided as prescribed regarding energy, protein and micronutrient targets,
- To prevent or detect any possible complication,
- To monitor response to feeding and detect refeeding, and
d) to detect micronutrient deficiencies in patient categories at risk.

3.24. Clinical question 25: Which laboratory parameters should be monitored?

Studies comparing measurement of laboratory parameters versus not measuring are not available. However, no study is required to show that laboratory parameters are important to prevent or detect severe complications such as refeeding syndrome or liver dysfunction related to nutrition, as well as to assist in the achievement of normoglycemia and normal electrolyte values. The importance of phosphate, potassium and magnesium monitoring when initiating feeding in critically ill patients is stressed. Therefore most laboratory recommendations will remain supported by a low level of evidence. We highlight the importance of monitoring glucose and preventing refeeding syndrome in this guideline. The other monitoring recommendations are discussed in a separate article [197].

i) Glucose

Recommendation 53

Blood glucose should be measured initially (after ICU admission or after artificial nutrition initiation) and at least every 4 h, for the first two days in general.

Grade of recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (93% agreement)

Recommendation 54

Insulin shall be administered, when glucose levels exceed 10 mmol/L.

Grade of recommendation: A — strong consensus (93% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 53 and 54

The issue of stress-related hyperglycemia has been a matter of intense debate for 2 decades. The ideal blood glucose target appears elusive when factors linked to the patient (e.g. presence of previous diabetes, of a neurological impairment), to the treatment (amount and route of calories provided) and to the time from injury are not well defined. A number of observational studies confirmed a strong association between severe hyperglycemia (>180 mg/dl, 10 mmol/l) [341], marked glycemic variability (coefficient of variation > 20%) [342,343], mild hyperglycemia (<70 mg/dl, 3.9 mmol/l) [344] and increased mortality. However the prospective trials remain inconclusive, owing to differences in practices and to the difficulties in achieving safe and effective glycemic control. The glycemic target associated with the best adjusted outcome ranges from 80 to 150 to 140–180 mg/dl (7.8–10 mmol/l), which is different from the blood glucose levels actually achieved [345].

Therefore, current recommendations suggest starting insulin therapy when blood glucose exceeds 150 [333] or 180 mg/dl (10 mmol/l) [346]. Blood glucose control is essential, and should target a concentration of 6–8 mmol/l which has been shown to be associated with improved outcome [347–352]. Even though the supporting evidence is weak, there is no rationale to support another target blood glucose level. The monitoring of blood glucose is discussed in a separate article focused on monitoring [197].

In unstable patients even more frequent measurements may be required, whereas frequency can usually be decreased when a stable phase is reached, usually after 48 h.

The process of glycemic control encompasses multiple steps [353]:

- Blood draw: preferentially central venous or arterial. Avoid capillary pricks in critically ill patients
- Glucose meter: the point-of-care devices are not validated for use in the critically ill, as several sources of interference are likely. The use of blood gas analyzer or central laboratory analyzers (hexokinase-based) is essential
- Insulin: intravenous and continuous in case of ongoing nutrition support (enteral or parenteral) using an electric syringe
- Insulin algorithm: dynamic scale rather than sliding scales

How to avoid hypo- and hyperglycemia during nutrition support?

Severe hyperglycemia, mild hypoglycemia and high glycemic variability should be avoided, as a result of the strong and consistent associations reported from cohort studies between each of these domains of dysglycemia and adjusted mortality and morbidity. The use of a low limit of the target range >90 mg/dl and of dynamic scales to titrate the infusion of insulin appear as reasonable strategies that will need to be adapted to the local environment. Avoiding the intravenous infusion of large amounts of glucose (>3–4 mg/kg/min) is probably also recommendable.

Commonly, hyperglycemia can be managed with increased insulin doses, but adequacy of carbohydrate administration should always be considered when high insulin needs (exceeding 6 U/hr) persist for more than 24 h. Rarely, a temporary reduction of feeding may be considered. These provided limits are arbitrary and not based on evidence, therefore an individual approach to differentiate possible reasons for high insulin needs (caloric delivery, infection, steroids etc.) and interpretation of trends is required.

ii) Electrolytes

Recommendation 55

Electrolytes (potassium, magnesium, phosphate) should be measured at least once daily for the first week.

Grade recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (92% agreement)

Recommendation 56

In patients with refeeding hypophosphatemia (<0.65 mmol/l or a drop of >0.16 mmol/l), electrolytes should be measured 2-3 times a day and supplemented if needed.

Grade recommendation: GPP — strong consensus (100% agreement)

Recommendation 57

In patients with refeeding hypophosphatemia energy supply should be restricted for 48 h and then gradually increased.
Grade recommendation: B  —  strong consensus (100% agreement)

Commentary to recommendations 55 - 57

Refeeding syndrome can be defined as the potentially fatal shifts in fluids and electrolytes that may occur in malnourished patients receiving artificial refeeding. Each case of refeeding syndrome – a potentially lethal state [354] - has to be detected early to prevent complications [355]. Therefore, assessment of nutritional status at admission is needed with a schedule for the measurement of electrolytes, including phosphate. Studies measuring laboratory parameters vs not measuring are not available. However, laboratory parameters are important to prevent or detect severe complications like refeeding syndrome or liver dysfunction related to nutrition, as well as to assist in the achievement of normoglycemia and normal electrolyte values. Repeated measurements of P, K and Mg during initiation of feeding in critically ill patients are important to detect development of refeeding syndrome, especially because among critically ill patients electrolyte disturbances upon refeeding are not limited to patients with overt malnutrition. The occurrence of refeeding hypophosphatemia may be conceived as a warning signal. In an RCT, Doig et al. showed that protocolized caloric restriction for 48 h in patients developing hypophosphatemia upon refeeding improved survival despite similar phosphate supplementation in both groups [141].

Slow progressions to energy target during the first 72 h, also called caloric restriction, should be considered to facilitate control of electrolyte disturbances if refeeding syndrome is anticipated or detected [356]. Importantly, whereas potassium is commonly measured in critically ill patients, measurements of phosphate are less common. Undetected rapid development of severe hypophosphatemia may lead to death after initiation of feeding as patients admitted to ICU are often malnourished either before or during admission to the hospital [84]. Missed electrolyte disturbances might explain the dramatic increase in early mortality associated with intensive feeding in the INTACT trial including patients with ALI and not fed for 6–8 days prior to the intervention [134,145]. A recent early caloric restriction study showed that electrolyte alterations were less likely to occur with a cautious introduction of feeding [357]. This was confirmed by a retrospective study [358].

4. Conclusions

Medical nutrition therapy of the critically ill patient remains a challenge. Numerous published trials however have allowed us to improve the evaluation of the needs of patients throughout their ICU stay, integrating with better understanding of the physiology. The absence of studies focused on the early or prolonged stay does not allow us to fine tune the prescription of nutrition in these conditions. ICU patients are a heterogeneous group and a unique recommendation for every patient and situation cannot be suggested. Each diagnosis, each period of time (early, post resuscitated, stabilized, long stay), and any concurrent complications must be taken into consideration. Nevertheless, these guidelines based on the best current knowledge and evidence provide a set of nutritional recommendations in the most frequent clinical situations encountered in daily practice in the ICU.
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